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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2011

New Threats From Michael Spreadbury of 700 4th st
Hamilton, Montana
Today, Mr Shitbury, er Michael Spreadbury, the town of Hamilton's own bipolar, neurotic,
psychopathic, nutjob sends me new threats against my safety and that of my family by once
again accusing me of sending death threats and challenging the public at large to stop me,
because he obviously does not have the backbone to do it himself.
If I sent anyone a death threat everyone would know it because the planet would be minus one
or more low life worthless cowards.
While there are numerous worthless scum walking around like that, last I knew they were still,
unfortunately, still breathing.
Michael Spreadbury, a self confessed convicted felon and obvious mental basket case, is a
coward who only has courage to intimidate little girls and shy timid librarians who cannot fight
back.

ABOUT ME

Sean Boushie

Same offer still stands for you as it does for all the other cowards. Dont like it, come get me, but
as the saying goes, dont bring a knife to a gun fight...
at 9:37 AM

View my complete
profile

0 comments

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2011

New worthless threats from Crystal L Cox porfessional
extortionist and real estate scam artist.
Apparently I am accused of saying to this nut job, "Fuck you, you fat ugly bipolar lying worthless
cunt! Dont like it, you know where I live! Come get me you worhtless piece of shit!!! "
I have to say this comment is extremly accurate... She rants about me stalking her from the
University of Montana, on a Sunday.....
1. Who works on a Sunday? I can prove I was in my truck somewhere hunting at 4:16 on Sunday.
2. Who says I even work at U of M anymore dumbass...
Posting is right though, should she or any of her mental defficient hoard come near me, trespass
on my property again, or threaten me in any way I will use physical force to defend myself and
family up to and including the use of lethal force granted to me by the laws of Montana. In other
words, if you come within 21 feet and/or I cannot see your hands at all times when in view, I will
consider that a threat.
Now I think this comment is worth reposting....
"Fuck you, you fat ugly bipolar lying worthless cunt! Dont like it, you know where I
live! Come get me you worhtless piece of shit!!! Fuck you, Fuck your big titted ugly
lover Rutherford, your child abusing ass kissing buddy Stramer and your mental
retard buddy Spreadbury. Fuck all of you shit eating scum!!!!!!"
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Come get me you scum sucking coward!!!!!!!!!!!
22 days and Im off to Portland!!! Maybe you better just give up now nutjob!!!
at 7:49 AM

0 comments

Crystal Cox----Bend Oregon
Anyone want to know the new address of internet predator Crystal L Cox?
IP Address: 66.220.103.204
bc103204.bendcable.com
Worthless scum must have moved closer to her imminent destruction, aka Ten Million dollar
judgement against her.
at 7:40 AM

0 comments

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2011

28 Days and Counting!!! Judgement day is approaching
for Crystal L Cox!!!
Not long now!
Internet defamation expert Crystal L Cox, Liar Crystal L Cox, extortionist Crystal L Cox,
fraudulent "realtor" Crystal Cox, and all her other wack job bipolar psychitzo Personalities will
soon have to pay up!!
We are taking bets on whether or not she will be a sniviling, crying, sobbing, lump of tears or not.
Odds are good as she is only a keyboard koward and does not have a backbone to face anyone
face to face.
will she have her Freeman child abusing buddy by her side? Her drunken buddy Mocko, her
bipolar nutcase buddy Michael Spreadbury (who will be violation his felony probation BTW if he
goes) or her psychitzo lying lesbian lover Shawn Rutherford. No one knows...
All we know for sure is that I will be right there, sitting in the first row right behind her just to piss
her off!!!
In the meantime have a read at this!! The judge thinks she a nutcase too!!!!!
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON
PORTLAND DIVISION
OBSIDIAN FINANCE GROUP, LLC, and
KEVIN D. PADRICK, No. CV-11-57-HZ
Plaintiffs,
v. OPINION & ORDER
CRYSTAL COX,
Defendant.
Steven M Wilker
David S. Aman
TONKON TORP LLP
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1600 Pioneer Tower
888 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
///
///
1 - OPINION & ORDER
Crystal L. Cox
P.O. Box 1610
Eureka, Montana 59917
Defendant Pro Se
HERNANDEZ, District Judge:
Plaintiffs Obsidian Finance Group, LLC and Kevin Padrick move to dismiss, or
alternatively for summary judgment as to, defendant Crystal Cox's counterclaims. I grant the
motion.
BACKGROUND
The background of this defamation action is fully set out in the prior opinions resolving
plaintiffs' earlier summary judgment motion. See July 7, 2011 Op. & Ord. (dkt #26); Aug. 23,
2011 Op. & Ord. (dkt #31). I do not repeat it here.
STANDARDS
I. Dismissal
On a motion to dismiss, the court must review the sufficiency of the complaint. Scheuer
v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232, 236 (1974). All allegations of material fact are taken as true and
construed in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. American Family Ass'n, Inc. v.
City & County of San Francisco, 277 F.3d 1114, 1120 (9th Cir. 2002). However, the court need
not accept conclusory allegations as truthful. Holden v. Hagopian, 978 F.2d 1115, 1121 (9th Cir.
1992).
A motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) will be granted if plaintiff alleges the "grounds"
of his "entitlement to relief" with nothing "more than labels and conclusions, and a formulaic
recitation of the elements of a cause of action[.]" Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544,
2 - OPINION & ORDER
555 (2007). "Factual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative
level, . . . on the assumption that all the allegations in the complaint are true (even if doubtful in
fact)[.]" Id. (citations and footnote omitted).
To survive a motion to dismiss, the complaint "must contain sufficient factual matter,
accepted as true, to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face[,]" meaning "when the
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plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the
defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009)
(internal quotation omitted). Additionally, "only a complaint that states a plausible claim for
relief survives a motion to dismiss." Id. at 1950. The complaint must contain "well-pleaded
facts" which "permit the court to infer more than the mere possibility of misconduct." Id.
II. Summary Judgment
Summary judgment is appropriate if there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact
and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). The
moving party bears the initial responsibility of informing the court of the basis of its motion, and
identifying those portions of "'the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any,' which it believes demonstrate the absence
of a genuine issue of material fact." Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986) (quoting
Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c)).
Once the moving party meets its initial burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine
issue of material fact, the burden then shifts to the nonmoving party to present "specific facts"
showing a "genuine issue for trial." Fed. Trade Comm'n v. Stefanchik, 559 F.3d 924, 927-28
(9th Cir. 2009) (internal quotation omitted). The nonmoving party must go beyond the pleadings
3 - OPINION & ORDER
and designate facts showing an issue for trial. Celotex, 477 U.S. at 322-23.
The substantive law governing a claim determines whether a fact is material. Suever v.
Connell, 579 F.3d 1047, 1056 (9th Cir. 2009). The court views inferences drawn from the facts
in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party and draws all reasonable inferences in that
party's favor. Long v. City & County of Honolulu, 511 F.3d 901, 905 (9th Cir. 2007).
If the factual context makes the nonmoving party's claim as to the existence of a material
issue of fact implausible, that party must come forward with more persuasive evidence to support
his claim than would otherwise be necessary. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp.,
475 U.S. 574, 587 (1986).
DISCUSSION
Along with her Answer, defendant filed a separate document entitled "Counter
Complaint" which, as explained in the July 7, 2011 Opinion & Order, appeared to assert several
counterclaims against plaintiffs, as well as claims against several non-parties. July 7, 2011 Op.
& Ord. at p. 15. As articulated in the July 7, 2011 Opinion & Order, I recognized only the
counterclaims brought against plaintiffs. Id. No counterclaims against any other persons named
in the "Counter Complaint" are considered to be pending in this case. Id. Further, I explained
that while defendant referred to Oregon's Anti-SLAPP statute, I did not consider the filing to be a
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motion under that statute because defendant had filed an Answer to the Complaint and she failed
to timely bring an appropriate motion under Oregon Revised Statute § 31.150. Id.
I also attempted to discern the nature of the counterclaims defendant asserted and
4 - OPINION & ORDER
concluded that there were two: defamation and intentional interference with economic relations.1
I invited plaintiffs to move against the counterclaims because they appeared to fail to state a
claim or suggested that they could be disposed of on summary judgment before trial.
Plaintiffs have now filed that motion and argue that the counterclaims for harassment,
conspiracy, and defamation should be dismissed for failure to state a claim, or that summary
judgment should be granted to plaintiffs on those counterclaims. Although they did not expressly
recognize the intentional interference with economic relations claim, I consider the arguments to
also be directed at that claim.
The general factual background defendant provides in support of the counterclaims
recites allegations in no particular order, chronological or otherwise. Defendant appears to base
all of her claims on the following allegations: (1) the filing of the defamation action against her;
(2) a desire by plaintiffs to silence her; (3) conspiring with others to harass, defame, and make
threats against her; (4) attempting to ruin her career; and (5) tortiously interfering with her ability
to run her business. Counter Compl. at pp. 5-10.
Following these allegations, in "Count I," she brings a claim for "Conspiracy," contending
that plaintiffs have engaged in conduct constituting a felony by threatening the use of physical
force against property or against a person, or by soliciting, commanding, inducing, or
1 Unfortunately, the copy of the Counter Complaint I relied on at that time was missing
page 13, which expressly delineates claims for conspiracy and harassment. I now consider those
claims to have been asserted, along with the expressly delineated defamation claim.
Furthermore, defendant expressly alleges that plaintiffs (and others) "torturously [sic] interfered
with my ability to run my business," that the public has a right to know what she posts and that
the "frivolous" lawsuit filed against her has harmed her real estate brokerage business. Counter
Compl. at pp. 9, 14. I interpret these allegations to assert an interference with economic relations
claim based on the filing of this lawsuit by plaintiffs.
5 - OPINION & ORDER
endeavoring to persuade others to engage in such conduct. Counter Compl. at p. 13. In "Count
II," she brings a claim for "Harassment," contending that plaintiffs have filed a frivolous lawsuit,
continued a "pattern" of selective prosecution, and have discriminated against her. Id. In "Count
III," she brings a claim for "Defamation," in which she contends that plaintiffs have
discriminated against her "in the media exposure of the Summit 1031 Bankruptcy," and defamed
her among potential real estate clients by filing a frivolous lawsuit against her. Id. at p. 14. She
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alleges that she has suffered $150,000,000 in damages. Id. at pp. 13-15.
Plaintiffs argue that the claims must be dismissed because defendant fails to allege
sufficient facts in support of the claims, the conduct of filing the lawsuit against her is absolutely
privileged, and that to the extent the motion is one for summary judgment, defendant cannot
sustain her burden to show the existence of an issue of fact on any of the claims. I agree with
plaintiffs.
First, to the extent defendant's "conspiracy" counterclaim attempts to allege the violation
of criminal laws, it does not state a claim. See generally Aldabe v. Aldabe, 616 F.2d 1089, 1092
(9th Cir. 1980) (criminal statutes create no privately enforceable rights and do not give rise to
civil liability); see also Allen v. Gold Country Casino, 464 F.3d 1044, 1048 (9th Cir. 2006)
(criminal statutes do not give rise to civil liability).
Second, to the extent any of defendant's counterclaims are based on the filing of this case
against her, they must be dismissed. Wallulis v. Dymowski, 323 Or. 337, 348, 918 P.2d 755, 761
(1996) (statements made in judicial proceedings are absolutely privileged); Wollam v. Brandt,
154 Or. App. 156, 162 n.5, 961 P.2d 219, 222 n. 5 (1998) (absolute privilege applies not only to
defamation action, but "to any tort action based on statements made in connection with a judicial
6 - OPINION & ORDER
proceeding").
Third, I am unaware of any Oregon case recognizing an independent tort of "harassment"
and thus, this claim fails to state a claim. See Roy v. City of Eugene, No. CV-07-6290-HO, 2008
WL 4616704, at *1 (D. Or. Oct. 15, 2008) (summary judgment granted to defendant on plaintiff's
civil claim for "harassment" because "[p]laintiff cites to no cases recognizing this tort, and the
court finds no such cases").
Fourth, defendant's attempt to allege a counterclaim for "conspiracy" fails to state a claim
under Oregon law. While one problem is her pleading the existence of a conspiracy in a
conclusory fashion2, another is that a civil conspiracy "is not, itself, a separate tort for which
damages may be recovered; rather, it is a 'way in which a person may become jointly liable for
another's tortious conduct.'" Morasch v. Hood, 232 Or. App. 392, 402, 222 P.3d 1125, 1132
(2009) (quoting Granewich v. Harding, 329 Or. 47, 53, 985 P.2d 788 (1999)) (brackets omitted).
Defendant asserts no cognizable separate tort and thus, her allegations of conspiracy do not
state
a claim.
Finally, Padrick states in a declaration that he has never directly or indirectly threatened
defendant, and has never conspired with anyone to threaten her with physical force. Padrick
Sept. 9, 2011 Decl. at ¶ 2. In response, defendant submits no admissible evidence capable of
creating an issue of fact regarding her allegations that plaintiffs threatened her, either directly or
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indirectly. Her response to the motion consists only of a memorandum in opposition, with no
2 E.g., Counter Compl. at p. 5 (alleging that plaintiffs' filing of the Complaint in this case
is part of their "conspiratorial activities"); Id. at p. 7 (defendant has reason to believe that
Obsidian Finance and Padrick have "conspired" with non-parties to defame and harass); Id. at p.
8 (alleging that plaintiffs have conspired to send her a death threat).
7 - OPINION & ORDER
factual evidence whatsoever. In the face of Padrick's assertions, plaintiffs are entitled to
summary judgment on any of defendant's counterclaims based on allegations that plaintiffs
threatened her.
CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs' motion to dismiss, or alternatively for summary judgment [36], is granted and
all of defendant's counterclaims are dismissed.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this 18th day of October , 2011
/s/ Marco A. Hernandez
Marco A. Hernandez
United States District Judge
8 - OPINION & ORDER
at 7:49 AM

0 comments

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2011

More threats from Hamilton
Watch out Hamilton!! Crystal Cox is or was in Hamilton Montana partying it up with the family of
Shawn Rutherford. I suppose I will start getting threats from them too now.
Cox was apparently using Shawn Rutherford's computer to covertly see what I was up to all last
week. At 2 in the morning, after an all nighter playing pool at the local bar. yes I have spies in
Hamilton who report her whereabouts to me...
I hope you try to drive by my house some more, you know where I live come get me cowards!!!
at 8:08 AM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2011

11/29/2011 The day of reckoning is close at hand!!!!
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON
OBSIDIAN FINANCE GROUP, LLC, et al.,
Civil No. 3:11-CV-00057-HZ
Plaintiffs,
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JURY TRIAL MANAGEMENT ORDER
v.
CRYSTAL COX,
Defendant.
AND RELATED COUNTER CLAIMS.
The 1-day Jury Trial is set to begin on 11/29/2011 at 9:00 a.m. in Courtroom 14B.

Looks like Im going to portland for thanksgiving!!! Look for me right behind your seat sweetie!!!
at 3:00 PM

0 comments

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2011

Crystal L Cox "Internet Reputation management Expert"
soon to face yet another civil lawsuit!!!
"Internet Reputation Management" Expert Crystal L Cox is soon to face yet another lawsuit for
her slander and defamation of innocent victims.
Just like this case, defamation even when truthful on the internet will cost the worthless blogger.
http://pa.courts.state.mn.us/CaseDetail.aspx?CaseID=1612833203
I think her case will be asking for more millions...
Do not be fooled by the promotion of Crystal L Cox as a reputation expert. She is a extortion
expert!!! If you contact her she will search your history, your records, and those of anyone who
may have a name similar to yours.
If she finds anything negative she will use her 2000+ blogs to slander you to everyone you know.
She will contact your employer.
She will contact your relatives to "inform" them of your supposed negatives.
She will slander your spouse, your parents, your siblings, and your friends.
Until...you pay her!! Or as she calls it.
Hire her as your "internet reputation specialist." Aka extortion...
Avoid this nutcase!!!
at 7:32 AM

0 comments

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2011

More threats
I again have received more threats from Shawn Rutherford of Hamilton, MT. Apparently this
person is working as a Crystal Cox harassment assistant. AKA another mentally diseased and
deranged bipolar defective nut job.
Once again I state, Its a shame you are all keyboard kowards. Send the sheriff after me just like
you threaten, I'm sure they will get a big laugh out of it.
Why don't you take your good buddy Michael Spreadbury with you while you are at it, that is
always good for a laugh.
What worthless scum you all are....
at 7:27 AM

0 comments

TUESDAY, AUGUST 30, 2011
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Glad to Know Im so Popular
I'm so happy that all you nut job facebook extortion supporters love me so much. Yes I have
every IP and the address of everyone who reads this...
Its too bad that every one of you is nothing but a

Keyboard Koward.

Anyone stupid enough to be a friend of, or a supporter of scum like Crystal L Cox must have
serious mental issues of your own.
If you choose to support some bipolar sociopath psychitzo that's your problem.
Don't like it? GO TO HELL!!! I'm using my first amendment right to fight back!! And I will until all
lies are removed and deleted.
Or she is bankrupt and locked up, hopefully in a padded cell...
at 6:26 AM

0 comments

MONDAY, AUGUST 29, 2011

New threats from Shawn Rutherford of Hamilton Montana
Today I have begun to receive threats from the new lesbian......whatever of Crystal Cox.
This woman's name is Shawn Rutherford of Hamilton Montana. Just down the road, how nice...
Any victim of Cox, law firm or agency who wishes to know her address and the possible location
of where Crystal Cox may be hiding please contact me and I will be happy to provide any
information that I can to assist you.
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You might want to try a bra next time....blech

She says
" I will let you know..if I find one person you give my address to..all bets are off. I
am disabled and don't need this kind of harassment."
In a separate blog comment on August 28 at 1:20pm she says
"You give out my address and all bets are off..i will go to the police! "
My response.... Bring it on! What does "all bets are off" mean?
Does that mean I have yet another bipolar mental deficient nut job coward that is going to shoot
me in the back?
No one has given a damn about my status for the last four years I have been harassed by
your......whatever she is.
Nothing new for me...
Call the cops, call the FBI...again.
Same offer still stands. remove all your lies about me and my family or I will continue to assist
anyone anywhere wishing to file criminal or civil charges against Crystal L Cox aka Internet
defamation expert.
On a side note: Cox--Shove your "counter suit" as far up your ass as you can reach!! And yes
you do have lawsuits coming, two more multi million dollar ones will be filled in the next few
months. In addition to your obsidian case going to trial.
Lastly... Go to HELL!!

at 8:03 AM

0 comments
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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24, 2011

Crystal L Cox Defamation Case Goes to Trial!!!!!!!!!!
http://www.leagle.com/xmlResult.aspx?page=1&xmldoc=In FDCO
20110823A40.xml&docbase=CSLWAR3-2007-CURR&SizeDisp=7
Finally! A trip to Portland is on the horizon!!
Internet Stalker, defamation and harassment expert Crystal L Cox goes to trial for slander and
defamation of innocent parties, and will loose her ass as well as everything she owns!!!
I hope they take it all!
Crystal L Cox formerly a "realtor" from Eureka Montana, now a professional extortionist living in
Whitefish Montana, and Hamilton Montana, facing charges against her by the Montana board of
realty for unprofessional conduct, several lawsuits for slander, extortion, defamation, and being
flat out nutz.
ABOUT ME

Sean Boushie

OBSIDIAN FINANCE GROUP, LLC v. COX

View my complete
profile

OBSIDIAN FINANCE GROUP, LLC, and KEVIN D. PADRICK, Plaintiffs,v.CRYSTAL COX,
Defendant.
No. 3:11-CV-00057-HZ.
United States District Court, D. Oregon, Portland Division.

August 23, 2011.

Steven M. Wilker David S. Aman TONKON TORP LLP 1600 Pioneer Tower 888 S.W. Fifth
Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 Attorneys for Plaintiffs.
Crystal L. Cox P.O. Box 1610 Eureka, Montana 59917 Defendant Pro Se.
at 7:52 AM

0 comments

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4, 2011

Attention Crystal L Cox victims!!
Crystal L Cox is now traveling in Hamilton, MT which conveniently is just a mile or two down the
road from my house... oh joy!!!
Cox continues her threats, and harassment as usual. She continues to harass my employer and
my supervisor based on her delusions, or the voices in her head.
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My neighbor has given me a video tape of Crystal L Cox driving repeatedly back and forth in
front of my home, which is on a private, dead end road. Cox drives very slowly back and forth in
front of the house, turning around several times while hanging out the window gawking and
apparently taking pictures.
Its unfortunate I was not home at the time... But, since this is a private road, it is still trespassing.
this video has been forwarded to law enforcement and is being processed.
Please come back when I'm home next time Cox, we can have some fun. Bring all your other
coward buddies with you. Oh sorry I forgot... you are all keyboard cowards.
She has a new Sugar momma... A "woman" who must be quite as delusional as Cox, and of
course must have a very large bank account that Cox can use to further her harassment and
extortion activities.
If anyone would like the name of her new money source and address of her new location please
email me offline. I wont disclose the name of this Woman as long as she leaves me alone. After
that, all gloves are off.
at 7:46 AM

3 comments

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3, 2011

LOL, Pretty Funny Conway Arkansas...
www.google.com — I hate Crystal L Cox
www.google.com — Crystal L Cox is a nutjob

Now thats funny right there!!
Dont be shy, send me an email, Id be happy to do some crazy lesbian
bashing with ya.
And you're right... she's a nut job...And a liar, and extortionist, a fraud,
a theif, and a general bitch.. remember..crystalcoxisabitch right?? In
my first amendment opinion...
at 10:47 AM

2 comments

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 2011

Michael Spreadbury: Proven WRONG Yet Again X2
Spreadbury defeated in his appeal of his guilty plea!
Ever heard of such a thing? Some nut pleads no contest (by law a pleading of guilty without
admission) then appeals the plea to the Supreme Court of Montana.
This means that his original sentence, a measly year on probation, is back in force!! I'm taking
odds on how long that lasts... I give it...two weeks.
Just a note here Spreadbury, I have your parole officer on speed dial!!

DA 10-0619

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
2011 MT 176
STATE OF MONTANA,
Plaintiff and Appellee,
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v.
MICHAEL E. SPREADBURY,
Defendant and Appellant.
APPEAL FROM: District Court of the Twenty-First Judicial District,
In and For the County of Ravalli, Cause No. DC 09-154
Honorable Karen S. Townsend, Presiding Judge
COUNSEL OF RECORD:
For Appellant:
Joslyn Hunt, Chief Appellate Defender; Jennifer Ann Hurley,
Assistant Appellate Defender; Helena, Montana
For Appellee:
Steve Bullock, Montana Attorney General; Sheri K. Sprigg,
Assistant Attorney General; Helena, Montana
William Fulbright, Ravalli County Attorney; Joel Thompson,
Special Deputy Ravalli County Attorney; Missoula, Montana
Submitted on Briefs: June 22, 2011
Decided: July 26, 2011
Filed:
__________________________________________
Clerk
July 26 2011
Justice Beth Baker delivered the Opinion of the Court.

¶1 Michael Spreadbury pled no contest to a charge of felony intimidation. He
appeals from the resulting judgment entered against him in the Twenty-First Judicial
District Court, Ravalli County. We affirm.
¶2 We restate the issue as whether Spreadbury waived the right to raise a probable
cause challenge when he entered his no contest plea without reserving the issue for
appeal.
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
¶3 The State of Montana’
s affidavit in support of the motion for leave to file an
information against Spreadbury alleged that, on November 4, 2009, Spreadbury
approached and threatened Bitterroot Public Library employee Nansu Roddy. Roddy had
had previous contact with Spreadbury during her employment, and Spreadbury had been
charged with criminal trespass on library property. As Roddy was walking across a
parking lot outside the library on November 4, Spreadbury pulled his truck into the
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parking lot, blocking her path of travel. He opened his truck door and said, “You need to
do something about what is happening to me”-- apparently referring to the
then-unresolved criminal trespass case. Roddy replied she could not do anything, and
Spreadbury became more agitated. Pumping his fist in the air, he said, “You need to go
to [the prosecutor] and tell him to close this case.”Roddy ran to her car. When
Spreadbury then drove away, Roddy went to the police department and reported these
events, which had frightened her. Police also located a witness who observed Spreadbury
and Roddy in the parking lot from his nearby office. He described Spreadbury’
s behavior

as agitated and confrontational.
¶4 Spreadbury initially pled not guilty and moved to dismiss the information for
failure to establish probable cause to charge him with intimidation. The District Court
denied that motion. Spreadbury later changed his plea to no contest, without reserving
any issues for appeal. The District Court imposed a one-year deferred sentence, subject
to conditions of probation. Spreadbury appeals.
DISCUSSION
¶5 Did Spreadbury waive the right to raise a probable cause challenge when he
entered his no contest plea without reserving the issue for appeal?
¶6 Spreadbury states the issue on appeal as whether the District Court had jurisdiction
to try the case when there was no probable cause to believe he committed the offense of
felony intimidation. He argues whether there was probable cause to believe he
committed felony intimidation is a jurisdictional question that may be raised at any time.
In making this argument, he relies on State v. Davis, 210 Mont. 28, 681 P.2d 42 (1984),
and State v. Thompson, 243 Mont. 28, 792 P.2d 1103 (1990).
¶7 The State responds that Spreadbury’
s reliance on Davis and Thompson is
misplaced. We agree. Davis did not include analysis on the issue; only a statement that
“a showing of probable cause is a jurisdictional threshold.”This Court then went on to
hold, however, that the issue could not be raised in a post-judgment motion to dismiss
because it had not been raised on appeal, and affirmed the district court order denying the
motion to dismiss. See Davis, 210 Mont. at 30, 681 P.2d at 43. Thompson, the second
case upon which Spreadbury relies, quoted Davis, but only in dicta; there, we affirmed a

district court’
s dismissal of a case for lack of probable cause. See Thompson, 243 Mont.
at 30, 33, 792 P.2d at 1105, 1107.
¶8 Jurisdiction refers to a court’
s power -- as established by constitution or statute -to adjudicate a case. United States v. Cotton, 535 U.S. 625, 630, 122 S. Ct. 1781, 1785
(2002); BNSF Ry. Co. v. Cringle, 2010 MT 290, ¶ 15, 359 Mont. 20, 247 P.3d 706
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(“Subject matter jurisdiction involves the court’
s fundamental authority to hear and
adjudicate cases or proceedings.”). In Cotton, the Court rejected an argument that defects
in a charging document may deprive a court of its power to adjudicate a case.
¶9 Several state courts have had occasion to rule on the issue clarified in Cotton.
See e.g. Ex parte Seymour, 946 So. 2d 536, 538 (Ala. 2006) (collecting state cases);
Patton v. State, 964 So. 2d 1247, 1250 (Ala. Crim. App. 2007) (holding that the
defendant’
s challenge to the informations against him, “although couched in
jurisdictional terms, is not truly jurisdictional”); State v. Maldonado, 223 P.3d 653, 655
(Ariz. 2010) (rejecting the suggestion that a defective information in itself deprives a
court of subject matter jurisdiction); State v. Morgan, 910 N.E.2d 1075, 1083 (Ohio Ct.
App. 2009) (holding that the defendant’
s guilty plea waived alleged defects in the
indictment); State v. Daniel, 193 P.3d 1021, 1024-25 (Or. Ct. App. 2008) (overruling
earlier cases and holding that a defect in an indictment is not a jurisdictional error).
¶10 Consistent with these authorities, we hold that whether the information included
allegations establishing probable cause to support the charge against Spreadbury is not a
jurisdictional issue. We hereby overrule the contrary statements made in Davis and
Thompson to the extent they conflict with Cotton. The issue in this case is “the

preclusive effect to be given the plea agreement, not the jurisdiction of the court.”See
United States v. Castillo, 496 F.3d 947, 956 (9th Cir. 2007).
¶11 Because a guilty plea “represents a break in the chain of events”in the criminal
process, a defendant who enters such a plea waives his right to raise independent claims
relating to alleged constitutional violations that occurred prior to entry of the plea. Tollett
v. Henderson, 411 U.S. 258, 267, 93 S. Ct. 1602, 1608 (1973). Spreadbury argues his
claim was somehow preserved by his entry of a no contest plea because he made no
factual admissions of guilt. However, Montana law clearly provides that waiver of
pre-plea claims applies nevertheless. Section 46-12-204(3), MCA, states: “With the
approval of the court and the consent of the prosecutor, a defendant may enter a plea of
guilty or nolo contendere, reserving the right, on appeal from the judgment, to review the
adverse determination of any specified pretrial motion.”It follows that the right to
appeal from an adverse pre-plea ruling is waived unless it is specifically reserved. See
State v. Pavey, 2010 MT 104, ¶ 12, 356 Mont. 248, 231 P.3d 1104.
¶12 That is as it should be. “Throughout its history . . . the plea of nolo contendere has
been viewed not as an express admission of guilt but as a consent by the defendant that
he may be punished as if he were guilty and a prayer for leniency.”North Carolina v.
Alford, 400 U.S. 25, 35-36 n. 8, 91 S. Ct. 160, 166-67 n. 8 (1970). Thus, the effect of a
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no contest plea is to preclude the conviction as evidence of guilt in subsequent
proceedings. United States v. Dalvan Nguyen, 465 F.3d 1128, 1131 (9th Cir. 2006);
Mont. R. Evid. 410. Permitting a party who does not contest the court’
s authority to
convict and punish him to bring a later proceeding in which he claims his conviction was

improper would undermine the finality of plea agreements and “society’
s‘
desire to
encourage compromise resolution of criminal cases.’”Dalvan Nguyen, 465 F.3d at 1131
(quoting Olsen v. Correiro, 189 F.3d 52, 69 (1st Cir. 1999)).
¶13 In this case, before accepting Spreadbury’
s plea, the District Court discussed with
him the fact that the only issue before the court was whether he was freely and
voluntarily entering a change of plea and that he would need to “do it without
reservation”despite his pending motions or the “many things”Spreadbury may believe
the court should know about. Spreadbury acknowledged he wanted to move on with his
life and a no contest plea was in his best interest, and agreed with the court that
proceeding with the plea and sentencing would “draw [the] case to a close[.]”Having
made that voluntary choice, Spreadbury cannot now come before the Court to complain
about the adequacy of the charge.
¶14 We conclude that, by entering a no contest plea without reserving for appeal the
question whether there was probable cause to support the information filed against him,
Spreadbury waived the right to raise the issue on appeal from the final judgment entered.
As a result, we affirm the judgment entered by the District Court.
/S/ BETH BAKER
at 7:25 AM

0 comments

MONDAY, JULY 25, 2011

Michael Spreadbury Once again Locked up In Ravalli
County
Ravalli County Stalker and local nutcase is once again in jail. this time for contempt of court, big
surprise... Its about time somebody did something with him.
Leave him in to ROT!!!!!
http://www.rc13.mt.gov/detention/Jail%20Roster/Inmatestatus.pdf
SPREADBURY, MICHAEL EDWARD (W / MALE)

Status: In Jail
Booking No: RCSO11JBN000669
Booking Date: 07/22/2011 13:51:01
Age On Booking Date: 40
Bond Amount: $0.00
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CELL Assigned:
Facility: RCDC , Dorm: PAD , Pod: PAD , Cell No: P1
at 9:46 AM

0 comments

FRIDAY, JULY 22, 2011

Michael Spreadbury: Proven WRONG Yet Again

Great call Judge Lynch!!
When are you going to give it up and move to Warm Springs with the
rest of the tin foil hat loonies Spreadbury?
What a waste of the poeples tax money you are, nobody should have
to deal with scum like you and your Beneath the Bullshit buddies. Go
away !!!!!!!!!!!!
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF MONTANA

MISSOULA DIVISION

_____________________________________________

MICHAEL E. SPREADBURY, CV 11-64-M-DWM-JCL

Plaintiff,

vs.

FINDINGS AND

BITTERROOT PUBLIC LIBRARY, RECOMMENDATIONS

CITY OF HAMILTON,

LEE ENTERPRISES, INC.,

BOONE KARLBERG, P.C.,

DR. ROBERT BROPHY, TRISTA SMITH,

NANSU RODDY, JERRY STEELE,

STEVE SNAVELY, STEVEN BRUNER-MURPHY,

RYAN OSTER, KENNETH S. BELL, and JENNIFER LINT,

IV. CONCLUSION
"Based on the foregoing, IT IS RECOMMENDED that
Spreadbury’s summary judgment motion be denied, and
Boone Karlberg’s motion to dismiss be
granted. Spreadbury’s claims against Boone Karlberg
should be dismissed.
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DATED this 21st day of July, 2011."
/s/ Jeremiah C. Lynch

at 10:08 AM

0 comments

FRIDAY, JULY 15, 2011

Antisocial personality disorder The Definition of Crystal L
Cox, In my opinion...
In my First amendment opinion....
ASPD defines: The Montana Freemen, David Burgert of Project 7 fame, Hitler, The Unibomber,
Charles Manson, Crystal Cox now of Whitefish Montana and Michael Spreadbury of Hamilton
Montana.
From Wikipedia:
"A) There is a pervasive pattern of disregard for and violation of the rights of others occurring
since age 15 years, as indicated by three or more of the following:

failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful behaviors as indicated by repeatedly
performing acts that are grounds for arrest;
deception, as indicated by repeatedly lying, use of aliases, or conning others for personal profit
or pleasure;
impulsiveness or failure to plan ahead;
irritability and aggressiveness, as indicated by repeated physical fights or assaults;
reckless disregard for safety of self or others;
consistent irresponsibility, as indicated by repeated failure to sustain consistent work behavior or
honor financial obligations;
lack of remorse, as indicated by being indifferent to or rationalizing having hurt, mistreated, or
stolen from another; "
at 12:42 PM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox aboout to lose her Realty License
Contact us for more information
at 12:30 PM

0 comments

THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 2011

Crystal L Cox Cyber Bully
Need more info on this liar and real estate scam artist? contact us!
at 11:17 AM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox Whitefish Montana Stalker
Need More info? contact us!!
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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 2011

Crystal L Cox Death threat
at 11:13 AM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox Cyber Terrorist
at 11:13 AM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox Cyber Stalker
ABOUT ME
at 11:13 AM

0 comments

Sean Boushie
View my complete
profile

Crystal L Cox Defamation
at 11:13 AM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox Lawsuit
at 11:12 AM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox Whitefish Montana Realestate fraud
Need more info? Contact us.
at 11:11 AM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox Fraud
Need more info? Contact us.
at 11:09 AM

0 comments
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Crystal L Cox Real Estate Scam
Need more info? Contact us.
at 11:08 AM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 2011

Crystal L Cox Continues Her Reign of Cyber and Paper
Terrorisim Assisted by Michael Spreadbury
Posted here in its entirety is a "counter suit reply" included in precedings of the $10,000,00
lawsuit against Crystal L Cox. This is written by Crystal L Cox, assisted by Michael Spreadbury,
I'm quite sure.
Don't try to make sense of it, its not possible... I like the last part..

"Wherefore, Counter Plaintiff prays for judgement against plaintiff as follows: "
Ok Cox, who do you want me to make that check out to..? Bipolar nut job or Crazy lesbian
stalker????

"United States District Court for the District of Oregon

Obsidian Finance Group, LLC
and Kevin D. Padrick
---------------------)Plaintiff
)
)
Civil Action No. CV 11-0057 HA
Demand for Jury Trial
v.
Crystal Cox, )
---------------------)
Defendant
v.
Crystal Cox, ) Counter Plaintiff ) ) Civil Action No. CV 11-0057 HA Demand for Jury Trial
v.
Obsidian Finance Group, LLC and Kevin D. Padrick )
-------------------)
Counter Defendant
Counter Complaint
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 1 of 15 Page ID#: 71
For Compla'int against Counter Defendants David Aman, Esq Personally and Professionally,
Tonkon Torp Law Firm and all partners, associates and of counsel in their professional and
individual capacities, Obsidian Finance LLC and any/all affiliates, Kevin Padrick Esq. officially,
professionally and personally, David Brown Esq. professionally and personally, Ewan Rose Esq.
officially, professionally and personally, Patrick Flaherty Esq., Bend Oregon District Attorney
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Office officially, professionally and personally capacities, Deschutes County, Stephanie
DeYoung, CPA StudebakerDeYoung CPA PC -Stephanie Studebaker LLP , Mark Neuman, Lane
Lyons, Brian Stevens, Tim Larkin, Summit Accomodators Inc. and any and all affiliates, Sean
Boushie, Lincoln County Montana District Attorney Bernie Cassidy, P. Stephen Lamont, CEO of
iViewit Technologies Inc, Robin Clute Personally and Professionally, and John and Jane Does.
For this Complaint against named counter defendants, counter plaintiff Crystal Cox alleges as
Follows:
Parties
1.
David Aman, Esq. Personally and Professionally and Tonkon Torp Law Firm. Oregon Resident.
David Aman, Esq. Personally and Professionally, Tonkon Torp Law Firm officially in its capacity
associated with the Oregon Bankruptcy of Summit Accomodators LLC in the U.S. Bankruptcy
Courts.
2.
Obsidian Finance LLC and any/all affiliates, Kevin Padrick Esq., Oregon Resident, officially,
professionally and personally. Officially in its capacity associated with the Oregon Bankruptcy of
Summit Accomodators LLC in the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts.
3.
Obsidian Finance LLC and any/all affiliates, David Brown. Esq. , Oregon Resident, officially,
professionally and personally. Officially in its capacity associated with the Oregon Bankruptcy of
Summit Accomodators LLC in the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts.
4.
Obsidian Finance LLC and any/all affiliates, Ewan Rose Esq. , Oregon Resident, officially,
professionally and personally. Officially in its capacity associated with the Oregon Bankruptcy of
Summit Accomodators LLC in the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts.
5.
Patrick Flaherty Esq., Bend Oregon District Attorney officially, professionally and personally
capacities. Oregon Resident.
6.
Deschutes County Oregon
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 2 of 15 Page ID#: 72
7.
Stephanie DeYoung, Oregon Resident CPA Studebaker-DeYoung CPA PC Stephanie
Studebaker LLP personally and professionally.
8.
Mark Neuman, Oregon Resident Summit 1031 Principal, Summit Accomodators Inc. personally
and professionally.
9.
Lane Lyons, Oregon Resident Summit 1031 Principal, Summit Accomodators Inc. personally and
professionally.
10.
Tim Larkins, Oregon Resident Summit 1031 Principal, Summit Accomodators Inc. personally and
professionally.
11.
Brian Stevens, Oregon Resident Summit 1031 Principal, Summit Accomodators Inc. personally
and professionally.
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12.
Sean Boushie, Montana Resident.
13.
Lincoln County Montana District Attorney Bernie Cassidy
14.
P. Stephen Lamont, CEO of iViewit Technologies Inc. , a Delaware I Florida Company.
15.
Robin Clute Personally, Professionally and in her official capacity.
16.
Proskauer Rose Law Firm
17.
Any and All Jane and John Doe(s)
Jurisdiction
18.
The Court has subject matter jurisdiction in this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1332.
Counter Plaintiff is subject to personal jurisdiction in this Court because Counter Defendant filed
in this jurisdiction.
Venue
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 3 of 15 Page ID#: 73
19. Venue lies in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1391 (a) (2).
General Factual Background
On informati1on and Belief Counter Plaintiff Alleges the Following:
Counter Plaintiff has over 400 Blogs and is "Media". Counter Plaintiff has been an Investigative
Journalist I Investigative Blogger for approximately 5 years.
Counter Plaintiff has written on a variety of whistleblowing and criminal cases including but
not 'limited to the following:
iViewit Stolen Technology Case iViewit Holdings Inc. Michael Grebe Bradley Foundation
Proskauer Rose law Firm Tom Petters Bankruptcy Kodak Bankruptcy SGI Bankruptcy Tim
Blixseth Bankruptcy Allan Stanford Lawsuit ,Montana Corruption Cases Time Warner Inc.
USPTO SEC JP Morgan Neuberger Berman Goldman Sachs Sussman Shank Foley and
Lardner Law Firm WR Grace Bankruptcy WR Grace Asbestos Victims Florida Supreme Court
New York Supreme Court Montana Supreme Court Enron Bankruptcy,
Internet Media is what Counter Plaintiff does for a Living. Counter Plaintiff is a sole
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 4 of 15 Page ID#: 74
proprietor based out of Montana.
Counter Plaintiff has published posts out of several states over 5 years and has other Authors
and Publishers from Various States.
Counter Plaintiff started Writing articles on Blogs about the Summit 1031 Bankruptcy around Jan
of 2009 as part of Counter Plaintiff's Real Estate Industry whistleblower Investigative Journalism
Writings.
On July 17th 2009 Counter Plaintiff started http://www.ObsidianFinanceSucks.com. hereby
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incorporated herein by reference in entirety.
Obsidian Finance LLC computer servers were logged on to Counter Plaintiffs blog immediately
after publishing, and further counter defendant David Aman of Tonkon Torp on behalf of Counter
Defendant Kevin Padrick of Obsidian Finance, as trustee in Summit Accommodators, Inc., an
Oregon corporation, dba Summit 1031 Exchange, Summit Accomadotors U.S Bankruptcy Court
proceedings, (Case No. 08-37031-rid II), hereby any and all incorporated herein by reference in
entirety. David Aman, Tonkon Torp Law Firm on behalf of Kevin Padrick Obsidian Finance Group
LLC Deposed Summit 1031 whistleblower Stephanie DeYoung in August of 2009 and inquired
about, Investigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox, Counter Plaintiff memorializing counter defendants
Ewan Rose, Tonkon Torp, David Aman, Kevin Padrick, Obsidian Finance LLC, knowledge of
Counter Plaintiff's blogs regarding the Summit 1031 Bankruptcy.
Since counter defendants had knowledge of such blogs over the one year statute of limitations
and being certified lawyers, the filing of their original complaint is alleged to be part of counter
defendants conspiratorial activities and continued harassment.
Counter Plaintiff bought http://www.ObsidianFinanceSucks.com site due the TaubmanSucks.com
Court Case setting precedence in the court case cited below.
Information on the TaubmanSucks.com Intellectual Property Lawsuit. http://www.taubmansucksthebook.com/
http://www.taubmansucks.com/Act117.pdf TaubmanSucks.com court case transcript
The TaubmanSucks.com case is a State of Michigan Case, Attorney name Douglas Sprinkle Intellectual Property Lawsuit.
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 5 of 15 Page ID#: 75
Name of Court: US District Court ED Michigan Southern Division Case # 01-72987
Name of Court: US Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit Case # 01-2648, 01-2725
Counter defendant David Aman, on behalf of counter defendant Obsidian Finance
Group, Deposed counter defendant Oregon CPA Stephanie DeYoung in a Video taped
deposition questioning her about counter plaintiff Whistleblower Media Blogs. counter
defendant Oregon CPA Stephanie DeYoung was Deposed on August 25th 2009.
The Following URL's are Videos of Stephanie DeYoung being Deposed on how Counter
Plaintiff was involved in the Summit 1031 bankruptcy case. Counter defendant David
Aman of Tonkon Torp is Questioning Stephanie DeYoung.
Part One of Deposition of Stephanie DeYoung Regarding Blogger Crystal L. Cox,
Counter Plaintiff
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= Jm4RuZ77bU&feature=channel video title,
Hereby Incorporated in entirety by reference herein.
Questions on Crystal Cox, Blogger Start At 1 minute 15 seconds
Part Two of Deposition of Stephanie DeYoung Regarding Blogger Crystal L. Cox,
Counter Plaintiff
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6M 9BC67 eOus&featu re=chan nel video title
Hereby Incorporated in entirety by reference herein.
Counter Defendant David Aman Tonkon Torp and Counter Defendant Kevin Padrick
Obsidian Finance want to silence counter plaintiff blogs as they Expose Corruption
and contain information that the public has a right to know about the alleged criminal
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activities.
Counter Defendant David Aman, Tonkon Torp, Obsidian Finance LLC and Kevin
Padrick are harassing Counter Plaintiff Crystal L. Cox to Stop the Truth coming out
about Government Fraud in a Federal Bankrupcty Proceeding. In doing So, XXX has
defamed Counter Plaintiff Crystal L. Cox, Investigative Blogger. XXX is involved in
Harassment and Conspiracy with other defendants against the Rights of counter plaintiff
in a Federal Court.
On Jan 14th 2011 Counter Defendant filed a defamation complaint with the U.S. District
Court of Oregon and Counter Plaintiff was served on March 17th 2011.
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 6 of 15 Page ID#: 76
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2011 counter plaintiff became aware that counter defendant David
Aman of Tonkon Torp Filed a Lawsuit against me on behalf of counter defendants Obsidian
Finance LLP and Kevin Padrick. The frivolous lawsuit was posted online at counter defendant
Sean Boushie's blog http://seanmboushie.blogspot.com/, hereby incorporated in it's entirety, and
further was disseminated worldwide thru Google's Alert service, this conspiratorial activity has
both harassed and defamed counter plaintiff.
On January 21st 2011, after counter defendant David Aman, Tonkon Torp LLP filed complaint on
behalf of counter defendant Kevin Padrick and Obsidian Finance Group LLC, and Before I Knew
the Lawsuit Existed David Aman, Tonkon Torp LLP sent counter plaintiff an eMail asking what
her Rates and Services were in providing Internet Marketing and PR services for "David Aman,
Tonkon Torp LLP", and for "Kevin Padrick and Obsidian Finance Group LLC", which further
evidences continued harassment.
On the 26th of January 2011 when counter plaintiff received information that counter defendants
David Aman of Tonkon Torp had filed a lawsuit against counter plaintiff on behalf of counter
defendant Kevin Padrick and Obsidian Finance LLC, whom were Suing me simultaneously for
the Very thing they were attempting to contract my services. This 'further evidences their
conspiratorial activities and continued harassment.
Counter defendant Sean Boushie on information and belief has conspired with counter
defendants Stephanie DeYoung, Mark Neuman, Kevin Padrick, David Aman, Robin Clute, Bernie
Cassidy, P. Stephen Lamont, Kevin Padrick, Obsidian Finance LLC, David Aman, Tonkon Torp
and other Jane and John Doe's to harass, defame and make threats against the life of counter
plaintiff, as well as damage the career of counter plaintiff, Crystat L. Cox.
Counter Plaintiff has reason to believe that Counter Defendant Obsidian Finance LLC, Kevin
Padrick, David Aman, Tonkon Torp has conspired with counter defendant Sean Boushie to
defame and harass counter plaintiff.
Counter Defendant Sean Boushie has sent a Death Threat to counter plaintiff. Counter Plaintiff
Bernie Cassidy acting in his official capacity as Lincoln County Attorney has conspired to hide
evidence on death threat, to defame, harass and endanger the life of counter plaintiff.
Counter Defendant Bernie Cassidy aided and abetted Counter Defendant Sean Boushie to
continue on hate blogs, and hate groups, and in conspiracy against counter plaintiff.
1
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 7 of 15 Page ID#: 77
Counter Defendant Sean Boushie has been attacking counter plaintiff online for over 16 months,
and engaging with all parties in stories written online by counter plaintiff.
Counter Defendant Obsidian Finance LLC, Kevin Padrick, David Aman, upon believe and
knowledge have been in direct contact with Counter Defendant Sean Boushie on ruining the
career and threatening the life of counter pla,intiff Crystal L. Cox.
Counter Defendent Lincoln County Montana District Attorney, Bernie Cassidy has been
protecting Counter Defendant Sean Boushie in Conspiracy to silence counter plaintiffs blogs and
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conspiracy to kill counter plaintiff.
Counter Defendent Robin Clute, as Justice of the Peace in Hamilton Montana conspired with
counter defendant Lincoln County Montana District Attorney, Bernie Cassidy and counter
defendant Sean Boushie to defame, harass, and threaten counter plaintiff, through frivolous,
stressful, court precedings in Hamilton Montana, Ravalli County Court via a Protective Order
fj'led by counter defendant Sean Boushie ( case number unknown) in conspiracy with counter
defendant Robin Clute and Counter Defendant Bernie Cassidy to silence counter plaintiff's blog's
exposing Montana Corruption.
Counter Defendent Lincoln County Montana District Attorney, Bernie Cassidy refuses to release
information to counter plaintiff that endangers counter plaintiffs life, defames counter plaintiff, and
torturously interferes with counter plaintiffs ability to do business.
Counter plaintiff evidenciary blog on counter defendants Robin Clute, Gerald Boushie, Sean
Boushie, and Bernie Cassidy's harassing action is http:// www.montanacorruption.com/. hereby
incorporated in its entirety by reference herein.
Counter Defendant Sean Boushie actively recruits people to conspire against counter plaintiff,
and posts on lawsuits against counter plaintiff to harass and dafame counter plaintiff, of which
most lawsuits do not exist.
Upon Information and belief that counter defendant Obsidian Finance LLC, Kevin Padrick has
received emails from "Sean Boushie" I believe that counter defendant Kevin Padrick and counter
defendant Sean Boushie have conspired to send me a Death Threat, from a Hitman email last
winter. Montana FBI Officials are investigated said death threat.
Counter defendant Kevin Padrick, Obsidian Finance LLC, Tonkon Torp, David Aman,
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 8 of 15 Page ID#: 78
Sean Boushie have torturously interfered with my ability to run my business. The Public has a
right to know what I post, the information I write on affects the public.
Oregon's Anti-SLAPP (Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation) Statutes Protect Bloggers
who are talking about things of Public Interest. Investigative Blogger, Crystal
L. Cox, Defendant writing on a High Profile Oregon Bankruptcy Case that involves Oregon
Attorneys and Oregon Judges and affects Real Estate Victims and Investors in Multiple States is
Certainly of "Public Interest".
Counter Plaintiff Writings on Kevin Padrick, Obsidian Finance LLP is NOT a "Private Vendetta" Counter Plaintiff Writings on the Summit 1031 Bankruptcy have always been a "Public Interest"
and NEVER a Personal Vendetta, I was never involved personally nor had a personal gain or
loss. I have always written on behalf of "Public Interest".
Under Oregon Anti-Slap Laws I file a motion to dispose of the lawsuit. David Aman, Tonkon Torp
Law Firm on Behalf of Obsidian Finance LLP knowingly filed a Meritless Lawsuit against me to
intimidate me, harass me, defame me and attempt to financially ruin me.
Counter Defendant Bend Oregon District Attorney Patrick Flaherty has conspired with Counter
Defendant to defame counter plaintiff Crystal L. Cox.
Counter Defendant Proskauer Rose Law Firm has conspired to intimidate, threaten, take
intellectual property and other efforts to STOP counter plaintiff from reporting on the corruption in
the US bankruptcy courts.
Federal Anti-Slapp Statutes also affect this case. David Aman, Tonkon Torp Law Firm on Behalf
of Obsidian Finance LLP is a high profile intellectual property attorney in Oregon and after 2
years of knowing I was writing on David Aman, Tonkon Torp Law Firm and on Kevin Padrick
Obsidian Finance LLP, there was not one question asked of Me -I was not Diposed, instead the
Oregon CPA involved in the Summit 1031 Bankruptcy was Deposed in videos and questioned on
regard to my intentions. She was questions by David Aman of Tonkon Torp Law Firm on Behalf
of Kevin Padrick, Obsidian Finance LLP. And not one question was asked of me as to my
intention.
Counter plaintiff Wrote on Blogs counter defendant Oregon CPA Stephanie DeYoung was
involved in the Summit 1031 Bankruptcy had a 100 Million Dollar Secret. Counter Defendant
David Aman, Tonkon Torp Law Firm and Kevin Padrick Obsidian Finance LLP took this as fact
from the counter plaintiffs blog and filed legal action against
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q
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 9 of 15 Page ID#: 79
counter defendant Oregon CPA Stephanie DeYoung. Counter Defendant David Aman, Kevin
Padrick, Obsidian Finance, Ewant Rose never asked counter plaintiff her intentions, or for any
information as to her source of information, or for any fact, in that 2 year period.
Stephen Lamont of New York, iViewit based in Armont New York was connected by Sean
Boushie of Montana to join a victims hate group against counter plaintiff. Kevin Padrick Obsidian
Finance was also contacted by Sean Boushie of Montana to Conspire against Blogger Crystal L.
Cox.
Stephen Lamont defamed me in sending emails to all iViewit shareholders to join a hate group
against me. This group was and is ran by Sean Boushie of Montana, who claims to this day to be
working with David Aman of Tonkon Torp and Kevin Padrick of Obisidian Finance to harm my
and financially ruin me.
Counter Plaintiff blog regarding P. Stephen Lamont, http://www.stephenlamont.com/
, hereby encorporated by reference herein and iVliewit Blog http://
www.deniedpatent.com/hereby encorporated by reference herein, and based on information
withing iViewit web site http://www.iViewit.tv, herebyencorporated by reference herein.
Counter Defendant Stephanie DeYoung provided information to counter. plaintiff, Investigative
Blogger Crystal L. Cox as to fraud against the government, tax fraud and possible solar tax credit
fraud.
Evidenciary Links
Other Blogs and Media on Summit that are not the Property of Blogger Crystal L Cox
http://juniper-ridge-info.blogspot.com/2008/12/flash-summit-1 031-bankruptcypetition. htm I
http://juniper-ridge-info.blogspot.com/
http://blog.oregonlive.com/frontporch/2008/12/summit1031exchange.html
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 10 of 15 Page ID#: 80
http://www.summit1031bankruptcy.com/p/us-bankruptcy-court-1 031-tax-groupcase.html
http://realtvtimes.com/rtpages/20090122summit.htm
http://www.1031exchangetip.com/summit-1031-exchange.htm
http://www.bendbulietin.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20081223181Z01 02/8122303571 1,041
&nav category=
http://www.matr.net/article-32490.html
http://www.klondikemortgagenw.com/local-real-estate-blog/inland-capital-bend-oregonreal-estateoregon-bankruptcy-summit-1031-bankruptcy
http://www.oregonlive.com/business/oregonian/index.ssf?/base/businessl
123009091623670.xml&coll=7
And Other Blogs, Forums and Websites to be named at a later date.
Proof of Selective Prosection, Harassment and Conspiracy to silence investigative blogger.
Videos Links
http://www.youtube.com/user/KevinPadrick Meeting where Some Information Came From
Part One of Deposition of Stephanie DeYoung Regarding Blogger Crystal L. Cox
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= Jm4RuZ77bU&feature=channel video title Questions on
Crystal Cox, Blogger Start At 1 minute 15 seconds
Part Two of Deposition of Stephanie DeYoung Regarding Blogger Crystal L. Cox
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I(
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 11 of 15 Page ID#: 81
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6M9BC67eOus&feature=channeI video title Crystal Cox
Blogger
Videos of Summit 1031 Bankruptcy Insider Stephanie Deyoungl Oregon CPA Stephanie
DeYoung on facts of Summit Bankruptcy. http://www.youtube.com/user/Summit1 031 bk#g/u
Associated Case Links
Higher Balance LLC v. Quantum Future GrouPI Inc'l No. 08-233-HA (D. Ore. 12/18/
2008)
http://quantumfuturegroup.org/HBI Case Documents/Sott opinion revised.pdf
Information on the TaubmanSucks.com Intellectual Property Lawsuit.
http://www.taubmansucks-thebook.com/
http://www.taubmansucks.com/Act117.pdf
TaubmanSucks.com court case transcript
Michael Morgan Vs. Goldman Sachs and Company. Florida Court -Southern District of
Florida -Civil Action No. 09-14110-KMM http://
amlawdaily.typepad.com/files/goldmansachs666-complaint.pdf
http://amlawdaily.typepad.com/files/stipulation-and-dismissal.pdf
Count I
tl"
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 12 of 15 Page ID#: 82
Conspiracy
Counter Plaintiff Reallege all of the preceding paragraphs
Counter Defendants have engaged in conduct constituting a felony that has as an
element of threatened use of physical force against property or against the person
of another in violation of the laws of the United States and State Law, and under
circumstances strongly corroborative of that intent, solicited, commanded, induced, and
endeavored to persuade other persons to engage in such conduct.
20.
Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages due to Counter Defendant Conspiracy.
21.
Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages as a direct result of Counter Defendant conspiratorial
actions in the approximate amount of $150,000,000. Actions of Counter Defendants, acting
individually and acting together in conspiracy have deprived the counter plaintiff off legal rights.
Count II Harassment Counter Plaintiff Reallege all of the preceding paragraphs Counter
Defendants filed a frivolous lawsuit and
continue a pattern of Selective Prosecution. Counter Defendants has discriminated against
Counter Plaintiff in the media exposure of the Summit 1031 Bankruptcy.
Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages due to Counter Defendant Conspiracy.
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22. Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages as a direct result of Counter Defendant conspiratorial
actions in the approximate amount of $150,000,000.
Actions of Counter Defendants, actingindividually and acting together in harassment have
deprived the counter plaintiff off legal rights.
{J
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 13 of 15 Page ID#: 83
Count III
Defamation
Counter Plaintiff Reallege all of the preceding paragraphs
Counter Defendants has discriminated against Counter Plaintiff in the media exposure of the
Summit 10311 Bankruptcy.
23. Plaintif has harmed my Oregon Real Estate Brokerage License by filing a frivolous lawsuit
and defaming me among potential real estate clients as I am a licensed real estate broker in the
state of oregon.
Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages due to Counter Defendant Conspiracy.
24. Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages as a direct result of Counter Defendant conspiratorial
actions in the approximate amount of $150,000,000.
Counter Plaintiff asserts claims for libel, false light, intentional interference with business
relationships, and intentional interference with prospective economic advantage against Counter
Defendant.
Actions of Counter Defendants, acting individually and acting together in defamation have
deprived the counter plaintiff off legal rights.
Claim for Relief
Counter Plaintiff Reallege all of the preceding paragraphs
Counter Plaintiff requests Magistry of Courts investigate all claims in regard to fraud on the
courts and fraud against the government regarding the Summit 1031, Summit Accomodators
Bankruptcy in U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Oregon.
25. Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages due to Plaintiffs Defamatory Lawsuit.
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 14 of 15 Page ID#: 84
Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages due to Counter Defendant Conspiracy.
26. Counter Plaintiff has suffered damages as a direct result of Counter Defendant conspiratorial
actions in the approximate amount of $150,000,000.
Wherefore, Counter Plaintiff prays for judgement against plaintiff as follows:
A. Finding in favor of defendant's claim.
B. Awarding Counter Plaintifft damages against plaintiff.
C. Awarding Counter Plaintiff Costs and disbursements incurred in this action.
D. Granting such other and further relief as the court finds just or equitable.
Dated this 2nd Day of May 2011 Crystal Cox, Pro Se Counter Plaintiff
(~Jr0
Crystal L. Cox
PO Box 1610
Eureka Montana
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Crystal@CrystaICox.com
Crystal L. Cox Investigative Blogger
Case 3:11-cv-00057-HZ Document 13 Filed 05/04/11 Page 15 of 15 Page ID#: 85"
"Wherefore, Counter Plaintiff prays for judgement against plaintiff as follows: " Hilarious,,,
Ok Cox, who do you want me to write that check out to? Bipolar nutjob or crazy lesbian?
at 11:33 AM

0 comments

MONDAY, MAY 23, 2011

I have a new Job!!
I have a new job! Montana AG Steve Bullock is paying me $150,000 to sit here and harass
one bipolar, delusional, lesbian, extortionist from Whitefish (formerly of Eureka), and one
psychitzo, paraniod, whining, convicted felon COWARD from Hamilton.
Yep love my new job!
If you dont get the joke, Crystal L Cox, paraniod liar and extorionist, continues to stalk and
harass me based on her lies delusions. She is being assisted by Michael Spreadbury, Hamilton,
Montana's lead nutcase.
To both of you, you are both nithers, not worth the air you breath, nor do you deserve to exist on
the same planet as everyone else. take your lies and your threats adn shove them where the sun
dont shine.
Cox, keep it up and you are looking at yet another restraining order.
Spreadbury, you know where I live....
Come get me!!!
at 12:32 PM
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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 2011

Some of my Favorite Recent Newspaper Article
Headlines
Some of my favorite recent articles from the Ravalli Republic.
County sends man a warning letter
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/article_c67f88c9-22d3-5e88-9b31-1587182aa0e1.html
"The Ravalli County Commission on Tuesday sent a warning letter to a Hamilton man they say
has harassed county employees."
"County employees said Spreadbury stood outside the county administration building, put a
paper bag over his head with the eyes cut out, held an American flag upside down - which is a
sign of distress - and took photographs of himself next to the building’
s sign."

Mayoral candidate charged with trespass
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/article_8f847b03-f982-5835-a420-ba4ae44c789b.html
"Spreadbury was issued a summons for the misdemeanor offense on Aug. 20 when he entered
and remained unlawfully at the library, where his privileges have been revoked, according to a
complaint filed by City Attorney Ken Bell."

ABOUT ME

Sean Boushie
View my complete
profile

Former candidate charged with intimidation
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/article_c23e55ac-28c1-5099-8d6b-9303fce871c0.html
"Former Hamilton mayoral candidate Michael Spreadbury is facing a felony intimidation charge
for allegedly threatening a Hamilton librarian on Nov. 4."
"Spreadbury was charged with misdemeanor criminal trespass at the library in August after being
banned from the premises "

One motion denied, Spreadbury awaits answer on another
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/article_7c0c66f1-76f8-5553-9fc0-6862f45e86d5.html

Spreadbury found guilty of trespassing
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/article_1cf7310e-fd82-566e-849a-762709c9f36b.html
"It took a jury less than 10 minutes to convict former Hamilton mayoral candidate Michael
Spreadbury of criminal trespass last week"

Judge dismisses Spreadbury lawsuit
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/article_f3386066-b0bc-11df-bb58001cc4c002e0.html
"District Judge John Larson last week granted a motion to dismiss Michael Spreadbury's pain
and suffering suit against Hamilton City Attorney Kenneth Bell."

Judge rules against Michael Spreadbury
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/state-and-regional/article_ee53dc32-d66f-11df-8215001cc4c002e0.html
"The last of three lawsuits filed against Hamilton officials by former mayoral candidate Michael
Spreadbury was dismissed last week"
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Spreadbury pleads guilty to felony intimidation
of Hamilton librarian
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/local/article_6f14b7ce-d931-11df-88e6-001cc4c03286.html
"Michael Spreadbury, the former Hamilton mayoral candidate, pleaded guilty Friday to one count
of felony intimidation stemming from charges linked to his harassment last November of a
Bitterroot Public Library employee."

And my favorite picture of this extremely sane and credible individual..... Yes that is a bag on his

GONG!!!!

head... remind you of the unknown comic?? ....

Spreadbury,
In case you didn't get the message.... You have never met me, had never contacted me, yet
you filed multiple fraudulent complaints with multiple law enforcement agencies to have me
arrested and you made multiple fraudulent attempts to get frivolous restraining orders against
me. Nothing stuck did it?
You made your crapumentary that exposed me to a great number of threats and harassment
based on the lies of a mentally diseases lesbian, and you, another mentally impaired crackpot...
You figuratively drew the first blood.
If you do not leave me alone I assure you I will take everything you and Cox have and both of
you will write me a check each week for the rest of your lives.
I am not intimidated by a bipolar, paranoid tinfoil hat wearing nutcases like you.
Time for you to shut up or put up ! You and Cox remove all your lies and delusional crap or come
get me.

Now, take your lies, take your threats, take your lawsuits, ball
them up as tight as you can and shove them as far up your ass
as you can reach!!!!!!!!!
at 12:07 PM

0 comments

TUESDAY, MAY 17, 2011

Michael Spreadbury Still Working with Crystal Cox
This week Cyber, and real life stalkers Michael Spreadbury of Hamilton Montana and Crystal
Cox, now of Whitefish Montana, continue to threaten and harass my coworkers.
Spreadbury continues to phone and email my employer and/or anyone he decides may be
involved in Cox's lies and her deceit.
Cox continues to promote her adgenda against my family by encouraging and enciting
Spreadbury, Cox is also assisting Spreadbury to get his delusions onto the web, now that he is
ignored by the local news paper, and his "website" has been orderd shut down by the courts.
Michael Spreadbury, a self confessed and convicted felon who has plead guilty of his own
accord to intimidation of a witness, continues to cling to a delusional lie invented and promoted
by Crystal Cox.
Both Michael Spreadbury and Crystal Cox continue to promote their "crapumentary," based on
this lie, and other lies, half truths, slander and created fake documents and emails.
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To any sensible person, both of these individuals have obvious mental issues which make them
a threat to the safety and security of the community.
The mentally ill can be ignored for a time, at some point the dangerous ones have the capacity to
go "postal". As individuals we must be vigilant of this and be prepared to defend our families,
homes and lives using all legal force necessary.
I know I am prepared, are you?
at 9:19 AM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 2011

Michael Spreadbury Threatens The Lives of My Family
Convicted Felon
Michael Spreadbury,
Department of Corrections Offender # 3006109
This week makes a threat against my family.

In one phone conversation he states "he has respected your request that he stay away from your
family, but this is the last straw and he will not longer be doing that"
In a following email he states: "Tell Mr. Bouchie to find a good lawyer for saying that I threatened
him. I only make promises." What kind of promise would that be Mr. Spreadbury? Sounds like a
threat to me...
Consider this your (and your crazy buddy Cox"s) last and final order to Cease and desist! Your
physical presence within 1000feet of me or anyone in my family, my workplace or home will be
considered a threat of violence and will be dealt with with the amount of force I deem necessary
to preserve the life and safety of my family.

Last chance!!! LEAVE ME ALONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Montana Department of Corrections Correctional Offender Information Sheet
DOC ID# 3006109
NAME: MICHAEL EDWARD SPREADBURY

CURRENT STATUS: PROBATION
STATUS LAST UPDATED: 19-OCT-10
GENDER: MALE
SUPERVISING OFFICE:
HAMILTON PROBATION AND PAROLE
P.O. BOX 1410
HAMILTON, MT 59840
For More Information: (406) 363-2882
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PHYSICAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AKAs
DOB: 30-NOV-70 HEIGHT: 5 FT 10 IN
BIRTHPLACE: BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS WEIGHT: 205 LBS
ETHNICITY: WHITE L/R HANDED: R
MARITAL STATUS: SINGLE HAIR COLOR: BROWN
BUILD: MEDIUM
CITIZENSHIP: United States SKIN TONE: OLIVE
MT RESIDENT: Y EYE COLOR: HAZEL
* * * NONE * * *

SCARS, MARKS, TATTOOS AND OTHER PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
NCIC Code TYPE DESCRIPTION

* * * NONE * * *

LEGAL RECORD
DOCKET: DC-09-154 OFFENSE: INTIMIDATION
COUNTY: RAVALLI CODE: 455203
JUDGE: HARKIN OFFENSE DATE: 19-NOV-09
COUNTS: 1 SENTENCE PRONOUNCED: 15-OCT-10
LEGAL TYPE: ORIGINAL SENTENCE SENTENCE EFFECTIVE: 15-OCT-10
SENTENCE TYPE: DEFERRED NET SENTENCE (MONTHS): 12
at 10:43 AM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 2011

Michael Spreadbury Wrong.... AGAIN!!!
Michael Spreadbury, Hamilton Montana's own deranged delusional lunatic and Crystal Cox coconspirator once again loose in court.
http://searchcourts.mt.gov/view/DA%2010-0492%20Noncite/Memorandum%20--%20Opinion?id=
{19BBB4EB-484F-4153-9197-D9F605FB1B9E}
Congratulations to Ms. Weston and Mr. Corn.!!!
How long does law enforcement and the legal system allow keyboard coward scum like this to
waste taxpayers money and threaten its citizens.
Michael Spreadbury and Crystal Cox have both threatened me, tried to get me arrested based
on their delusions, made grand documentaries about how I threatened them and used law
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enforcement in some grand corrupt scheme.
They have both harassed me for years on end supported by my wife's abusive father and his
freeman waco supporters.
My response is the same as it always has been.

Come get my you worthless cowards!!!
Waiting For the appeal to the appeal to the appeal.......
at 11:39 AM

0 comments

THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 2011

Stalker Crystal L Cox Still at work...
Dont like I write? Quit looking!!! Better yet, delete all your lies and we will leave one another
alone.
No? (Im sure this will be your non answer...)
Then I will continue to assist all those suing you for every penny you dont have.
Better yet send Mocko, Spreadbury or Stramer to come get me, we know you dont have the
balls, neither do they...
at 12:21 PM

0 comments

TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 2011

"Who is Crystal Cox MT"
"Who is Crystal Cox MT"
Pretty funny..
Hey Cox!! You forgot to add "I am a lying, bipolar, sociopath, extortionist stalker that everyone is
trying to kill"
Anyone wanting to know the real story of who Crystal Cox is and the peoples lives, business and
reputations she has ruined should contact the victims group right here.
Internet reputation specialist..?
Now that is funny... pay her to protect yourself from Internet lies created by her.
Isn't that what the mafia does?
at 2:25 PM

0 comments

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2011

Heres a couple of Video Clips I found
No comment on these clips...
Just words right from her own mouth...
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Once again I Am Accused Of Trying to Kill Crystal L Cox
I post these statements not as a form of entertainment to most of you, though I know it more than
likely is.
I post them as a legal postmark.
I post the harassment and threats I receive so that I have a legal dated post mark as these
actions happen.
I document this harassment in case I should unfortunately find the need to legaly defend myself
or my family in the court room once again against this socially psychopathic cyber
stalker, Crystal L Cox, or any of her group small of deviant followers, or if god forbid I have to use
legal force to defend myself or family physically in a confrontation with any of these cowards.

Yesterday I was accused of once again attempting to harm
and/or kill Crystal L Cox.
Apparently working with "Martin Cain"

I find this accusation humorous, seeing I have no idea who Martain Cain is, nor have I have
never spoken to anyone with that name.
On August 6th at 5:35pm I received an email from Crystal L Cox. thanking me for the nice email I
had sent her.
"Sean,
Again, thanks for your Email, I will Hopefully be able to post and respond soon. I am swamped with Hate mail as you can
Imagine.. and busy with other work, gotta make a living ya know..
take care
Crystal L. Cox

Broker Owner
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Ten Lakes Realty"

Attached was an email that she alledgedly received from crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com.
To this day she insists that this email is a death threat, I cannot see any death threat in this
email.
To this day she insists I am the one who sent her this email.
Here in her own words she publiclly states that she does not know who the email came from.

Last chance Cox!!
Leave me alone,
Remove any and all postings, statement and
comments you have ever made of or about me
or I will use this video to sue you for every penny
you don't have.

at 2:26 PM

0 comments

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2011

Crystal L Cox Ten Lakes Realty Eureka Montana Real
Estate

Crystal L Cox
Ten Lakes Realty
Eureka Montana Real Estate
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Liar, Scam Artist, Extortionist, Mentally Ill
Just because someone has a realty or a broker license
in the State of Montana does not mean they are
trustworthy, honest or have any integrity.
Do your homework, before you contact Crystal L Cox,
or Ten Lakes Realty.
Contact anyone in Eureka Montana and ask what they
think of Crystal L Cox or Ten Lakes Realty.
Contact the County Commissioner, the Town of Eureka
Mayor, the local bank or credit union where you will do
business, heck ask most anyone in one of the local
grocery stores, both of which Crystal L Cox is not
welcome to set foot in.
Crystal L Cox of Ten Lakes Realty is a mentally
disturbed individual who has ruined her own life and
business thanks to her lies and harassment of innocent
victims in order to line her own pockets.
Crystal L Cox now makes her living by attempting to
extort funds from those individuals who she threatens
and slanders on the Internet.
Her victims compose those who refuse to do business
with her, those who have a different opinion from hers
in any way, and those she has been paid to harass.
As we said, do your homework before contacting
Crystal L Cox or Ten Lakes Realty in any way.
at 12:47 PM

0 comments

Crystal L Cox Liquid L-Arginine Good Life International
SCAM
Crystal LCox Liquid L-Arginine
Good Life International Eureka Montana
Liar, Stalker, Scam artist, Extortionist, Mentally Ill,
Pyramid Marketing Scam!!
Cancer cure.. really..Come on...Another lie from a
scammer and extortionist.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arginine#cite_note-14
"In general, most people do not need to take arginine supplements because
the body usually produces enough.[4]"
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Heart cure..? really.. According to JAMA, if take it you
have a greater chance of death if you have a heart
attack..
http://jama.ama-assn.org/content/295/1/58.short

Crystal L Cox Eureka Montana only wants to
make MONEY from your suffering.
at 12:20 PM
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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2011

Crystal L. Cox Sued for Libel!! HORAYYYYYYYY!!!!!!!!
Plaintiffs: Obsidian Finance Group, LLC and Kevin D. Padrick

Defendant: Crystal Cox

Case Number: 3:2011cv00057
ABOUT ME

Filed: January 14, 2011

Sean Boushie
View my complete
profile

Court: Oregon District Court
Office: Portland Office
Presiding Judge: Ancer L. Haggerty

Nature of Suit: Torts - Injury - Assault, Libel, and Slander
Cause: 28:1332 Diversity-Libel,Assault,Slander
Jury Demanded By: None

Its about time!!
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Any assistance we can provide will be gladly given against this worthless scurge on society. Lock
her up, take every penny she has and bleed her for more!
This is the first of several suits you will have to face sweetie!!!!
Oh and BTW.... I use stat counter too.. I can see you frantically monitoring everything we say...
Its hilarious... Be a man Crystal... Stop being a coward and come get me.
at 7:31 AM

0 comments

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 2011

More Threats Today
Received this today. Interesting read.

IN THE NAME AND BY AUTHORITY OF

THE STATE OF MONTANA:

I, Stephen Mocko, being duly sworn, do state upon my oath that I have personal knowledge that I
have good reason to believe and do believe based upon the following information:
On or about the night of August 19, 2009 I was forwarded an email by Crystal Cox. In that email
it contained a death threat, inflammatory comments against her sexual orientation, and slander
against her career, directed at Crystal Cox. I had noticed that the senders email address was
crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com.Crystal then informed me that it was from a Sean Boushie but
could not get any proof. I then took it upon myself to write an email to this
crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com in a threatening manner in the hopes to get this threatener to
reveal their identity. At this point I did not know it was a Sean Boushie. The next day I got a reply
message from an email address by sean.boushie@mso.umt.edu. I had no knowledge that this
was the Sean Boushie that Crystal Cox had told me about.In that fact how did this
sean.boushie@mso.umt.edu get my email address of notyranny59917@yahoo.com to send a
reply? On the morning of August 28, 2009 at 8.57am, Pacific Standard Time, I received a call
from Officer Maury McKinney from the Lincoln County Sheriff’
s department. Officer McKinney
asked if I had sent an email to a Sean Boushie. He did not ask if I had sent an email to the email
address crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com. He then proceeded to read the letter I wrote to
crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com.
There was one question that came to my mind. How did he get that email? Only Sean Boushie,
who filed my letter that was sent to crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com with Officer McKinney, could
have written that threatening and slanderous email against Crystal Cox. Attached hereto as
exhibit A. This is circumstantial evidence according to 26-1-102(1) Montana Code Annotaded
2009, that Sean Boushie did in fact write the threats on her life, and purposely caused Crystal
Cox to omit her performance of her daily life with the fear that Sean Boushie will carry out his
threat on her life.

and I charge that heretofore, and before the making and filing of this complaint, on or before the
____ day of ___________, _____, in the19 Judicial District court, County of Lincoln and the
State of Montana, Sean Boushie , did then and there unlawfully and willfully violate Section 45-5203 Montana Code Annotated, a Forcible felony defined by 45-3-101(2) Montana Code
Annotated, against the peace and dignity of the State.

__________________
__________________
__________________
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Jurat

Signed and sworn before me __________________, on this day, the _____ day of _________,
2007.
Signed: ____________________________________
Printed: ____________________________________

The author, Stephen Mocko, who has threatened me before, states that I have committed a
forcible felony Against Crystal Cox according to: 45-3-101(2) Montana Code Annotated
This statement is in reference to her "death threat" email which she has one thousand times over
accused me of writing, but which I have proven she fabricated and sent to herself using a proxy
email server in order to harass and slander me.
This harassment was done to support the lies generated by her failed recall attempt of Sheriff
Anderson, and to support her buddies in that failed attempt, Paul Stramer and the Lincoln County
Watch, who Stephen Mocko happens to be a member of.
According to Mocko's flawed logic and ever greater flawed interpretation of Montana law, (which
is common amongst these illiterate "patriots" and paranoid nutcases), having been accused,
apparently tried and convicted of committing his "forcible felony" he , and I assume all the Lincoln
County Watchers, are now justified in using deadly force against me without provocation.
Use of deadly force in defense of person MCA 45-3-102.
His statement, interpreted by me as, shoot me on sight.
I state once again.

Come get me you worthless lying cowards.
Its such a shame that cowards like this exist.
They don't have the balls to actually stand up to
a man, but they are giants behind a keyboard.
Be a man, have some balls, pull that little gun
you are so proud of and come get me or shut
your mouth and go away.
Since we know you only have the courage to
beat the crap out of little girls I will assume you
are too much of a coward to do anything.

at 2:41 PM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2011

WARNING: CRYSTAL L COX MOVES BACK TO
EUREKA MONTANA
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Warning to all Montana Crystal L Cox victims!!!
I have been notified that Crystal L Cox has been once again seen In Eureka Montana!!!!
It is believed she is now homeless and desperate for cash. Her current situation, combined with
her current mental status are a reciepe for disaster.
Her paranoia and delusions of corruption, stalking, death threats, and government monitoring of
her communications are very similar to those of the shooter of the recent Tuscon shootings.
She has also been seen in Hamilton and Stevensville Montana.

Watch your back!!!!
We suggest everyone learn the following Montana Law.
45-3-102. Use of force in defense of person.
A person is justified in the use of force or threat to use force against another when and to the
extent that the person reasonably believes that the conduct is necessary for self-defense or the
defense of another against the other person's imminent use of unlawful force. However, the
person is justified in the use of force likely to cause death or serious bodily harm only if the
person reasonably believes that the force is necessary to prevent imminent death or serious
bodily harm to the person or another or to prevent the commission of a forcible felony.

at 1:14 PM

0 comments

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2010

Beware Crystal L. Cox Cyber Stalker
From the Urban Dictionary:

A cyber stalker is a sick and lonely coward individual who abuses the
anonymity of the internet as his only possibility to molest another
person. This kind of breed uses all kinds of internet services like talk
forums or blogs for chasing his victims. The victims are mostly only
accidental and get attacked for no given reason.

Beware of Crystal L. Cox, ex realtor, formerly associated with Ten
Lakes Realty Formerly from Eureka Montana now living in
Boulder Colorado.
This woman promotes herself as an online Marketing person. In
reality she will collect your private information, then use that
information to post and publish false and misleading lies about
you,your family and your business, then she will attempt to extort
thousands of dollars from you to remove those lies posted online
about you.
If you do not pay her she will harass and stalk you for years.
Crystal L. Cox has thousands of websites and hundreds of
victims which have been subjected to her harassment and
extortion.
Do your research before contacting this Stalker.
I will continue this warning to others until....
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2010

Contact information.
I have been asked several times how I can be contacted, email is preferable,
seanboushie@gmail.com if you would like me to call you please leave a number, I would be
happy to talk with you,or anyone who is being threatened, harassed or extorted by Crystal L Cox,
Michael Spreadbury, the Lincoln County Watch, or any associated nutcase person or group.
Crystal L Cox, also known as my cowardly stalker, has posted my personal contact
information online on multiple occasions.
Due to this I have received many lovely and threatening phone calls and emails from her select
group of supporting cowards who cannot and do not have the courage to actually face a man to
his face and threaten him in person. I call them keyboard cowards.
Because of this my contact information has changed, many times.....
PS, if you are working with Cox and are trying to pump me for information by pretending to be
her enemy, I will know and I will file charges against you.
at 9:39 AM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 2010

Funny Threat from Crystal L Cox of Boulder Colorado
Today I was sent a funny post written by the Lunatic, lying extortionist Crystal Cox of Boulder
Colorado.
"Hey University of Montana STALKER ~ Go Fuck Yourself - Enough Already..
Jackass..University of Montana - Hate Crime Continues

Every New Post, Every Tip I write on.. every breath I take Sean Boushie is there
Fucking with me.. interfering with my Clients, my Business .. harassing and
Threatening me and Judge Robin Clute PROTECTS him.. meanwhile the
University of Montana PAYS Sean Boushie to constantly Fuck With Me.. - When
Does it End? Well it Does Not End.. "
So eloquent don't you think?
I love the use of big four letter words. Its even funnier seeing I was not even in the office or on
campus that day.
She posts a bunch of her fabricated "web stats" trying to show I'm stalking her, yet shes trying to
monitor me,...?
Hmmmmm Who is stalking who.
And no it will not end. Not until you go away, leave us alone and delete all of your worthless lies.
Oh and BTW, I wont pay your hush money like the others. I prefer to turn this over to the sheriff.
at 8:31 AM

0 comments

Today we received an email threat from Paul Stramer
Today we have received an email from Paul Stramer, who full well knows he is not welcome to
contact or communicate with myself or my wife in anyway shape or form. You see, Paul Stramer
is my wife's biological sperm donor, he has never been a father, he has no idea what that
means. His wife has never been a mother either, but I digress. This man likes to beat the crap
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out of little girls apparently. I know for a fact he beat the crap out of my wife as a child, denied
her any decent education, and degraded her mentally and physically. The other children got
much the same treatment.
Apparently Paul Stramer wants to meet us in a courtroom once again. Keep it up and you will.
In any case today we got this email, which was also posted on one of the thousands of
fraudulent lying web blogs owned by the extortionist and mentally deranged Crystal Cox, now of
Boulder, Co. The email was then forwarded to me to ensure that I saw it.
I have stated this before.
1. I proved in a court of law that crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com is owned by crystal cox
herself. This is the reason she has attacked Robin Clute so viciously.
2. That Crystal Cox sent herself a long rambling email that she calls a "death threat" which
she blames me for sending. I believe Paul Stramer assisted her with this email. I have a
statement from a sheriff's deputy which places Paul Stramer at Crystal Cox's home on
three occasions. (While he was there to serve her paperwork)
3. Crystal Cox forwarded this email to my place of employment to ensure I would see it.
4. Crystal Cox forwarded an email from Stephen Mocko sent to
crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com to my place of employmant to ensure I would see it. I then
made a complaint against Stephen Mocko.
5. Paul Stramer has harassed my wife and I for almost fifteen years. Why? Because we
refuse to get married in his "Cult" religion, and we refuse to submit to his will and kiss his
ass. He is a power hungry control freak.
Email from Paul Stramer
"This article is right on. Steven Mocko got involved because when Paul Stramer
was wrongly denied a concealed carry permit the first time, that action of sheriff
Anderson lead to a letter to the editor, which lead to a collusion between the sheriff
and Sean Boushie to deny a second application for concealed carry permit. Sean
said words to the effect that he helped the sheriff by providing a "legal basis" to
deny the permit. That "legal basis" was an order of protection that was granted by
Stormy Langston during which proceeding she did not require one shred of
evidence that anything Sean Boushie said was true, and she denied Paul Stramer
the ability to have witnesses on his behalf in the courtroom. Crystal Cox was
waiting in the entrance room to testify that her life had been threatened by Sean.
She was not allowed in. She was threatened, because she came to Paul Stramers
defense in her blogs, and Steven Mocko proved it by smoking out Sean Boushie by
writing a threatening letter to whomever had threatened Crystal's life at the address
that the threatening email against Crystal had come from.

Sean answered it, and called the cop shop in Eureka and identified himself and
attempted to profer charges against Steve Mocko, thereby proving he had access
to the crystalcoxisabitch@yahoo.com email address.

Why would I bring all this up now?

Because the whole denial of the permit BOTH TIMES was baseless and nothing
but political persecution.

The proof of that fact is that after an extensive background check by the state of
Utah, probably the most strict background check any state does before issuing a
Concealed Firearms permit, the State of Utah has issued Paul Stramer a permit
that is good in 30 states including Montana, and Paul Stramer has continued to
purchase many firearms for his personal collection and to give to his children as
presents, always with the FBI background check coming back with "proceed
immediately with the sale".

I know this first hand because it happened to me, Paul Stramer "

I want to analyze the lies in this email.
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1. If he has a concealed weapons permit as he states, he would not need to go through the
criminal background check to purchase a firearm. So either he is lying about having a
weapons permit, or he is lying about the background check, either way he is a liar.
2. There was no collusion between Sheriff Anderson and I. Sheriff Anderson knew who I was
thru mutual friends in the sheriff's department, he called and asked if my wife and I would
make a statement about Paul Stramer. My wife, having grown up being abused by Paul
Stramer knew where all the skeletons were in his closet. We made a sworn statement and
gave it to Sheriff Anderson.
3. Because of this statement Paul Stramer began sending us his "gonna go to hell" letters
again and on several occasions followed me around Eureka, Mt. I asked for and was
granted an order of protection. I now wish I had done differently and I would not be
harassed by him yet today. ON the day he was to be served with the order of protection
he followed me home from work, 200 miles away from his home in Eureka, MT.
4. Crystal Cox then began to harass me, coached and assisted by Paul Stramer. I have yet
to ever speak to Crystal Cox, yet she continues to write false emails and send herself
threats she says are from me.
Apparently in this email from Paul Stramer is a hidden veiled threat. He states that he now has a
concealed weapons permit, and I assume carries a firearm.
Big deal, so do I. I always carry several in fact, and so does my wife and all members of my
family. Don't make the mistake that I wont shoot back, or shoot first. Given the legal need or
provocation I have no problem exercising my legal right to protect myself and my family.
He also states that he has armed his children. Coupled with an email threat I previously received
from Stephen Mocko, who has also on numerous occasions threatened us via email assited by
Paul Stramer and Crystal Cox:
"you mother fucker. I know all of his kids they are good friends. And they are
big. You are the one that needs to watch out. Don’
t show your fucking face back
here in town because a bunch of us want your ass. "
I can only assume that he infers that his children are armed and that his children are also after
me. Again, big deal. I carry a firearm for protection also.
My only personal statement on this is: Its such a shame that cowards like this exist. they don't
have the balls to actually stand up to a man, but they are giants behind a keyboard. I would
never write anything I wouldn't say to your face.
That said I state, Come get me you worthless lying cowards.
Be a man, have some balls, pull that little gun you are so proud of and come get me or shut your
mouth and go away. Since we know you are only have the courage to beat the crap out of little
girls I will assume you are too much of a coward to do anything.

Now shut up and leave us alone!!
at 8:23 AM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2010

Are you a Crystal Cox Victim?
Hello,
To those of you who may read this and are or have become victims of the lies, extortion and
downright physical hateful and violent threats from Crystal Cox and her "followers," please know
you are not alone.
She has well over 100 victims in over 23 states now, with more to surface Im sure.
In fact, most of us assume if she hates you then you are a pretty good person, with a few
exceptions.
Please send us a message if you have the time so we can add you to our mailing list and keep
you updated.
Unlike Cox, we will keep your identity private unless you wish to make it known.
at 9:45 AM

2 comments

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2010
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Crystal Cox of Boulder Co is a Dangerous Delusional
Psychopath
Today I came home to find that I have been "harassing" Crystal Cox, once of Eureka, MT now
driven out by the town's people to Booulder CO. Apparently, according to her, I have been
saying all kinds of nasty crap, threatening her life again, and ruining her "carreer" and
her "lifestyle" whatever that disgusting remark that means.
Well I must be good, because I was packed in into the middle of nowhere all week, No cell, no
computer. You see Crystal, I have more important things to do that waste my time, laughing at
your delusional rantings. I unlike you have a life.
But my point?
You dont know your ass from a hole in the ground!!
You are a worthless low life liar who gets some sort of preverted psycho sexual rush from
lying about others and causing them harm.
Ive told you to shut up before, you having the mentality of a bed bug and are too stupid to listen.
So, tomorrow I will once again speak to the Boulder Co sheriffs dept and begin the process for
your arrest on intimidation, harassment, and stalking just like your buddy Spreadbury.
Lets remind everyone, I had a restraining order against Ms. Cox because she was and continues
to stalk me and my wife.
She invents "evidence" as she needs it and actually thinks that whatever she puts on the internet
is true, and that eveyone will believe it.
In reality it is all hearsay and not admissable anywhere. What is even more disgusting is that she
chooses to support child abusers,wife beaters, and drunken DUI felons simply because they are
her "friends", aka nutjobs. Everyone else is always wrong, always trying to kill her, and always
after her in some way. Sound like delusional paranoia to anyone else?
Oh, and send your supposed low life attorney, mine is ready, we have already found your hidden
assets that we can take. Since you were assisted by Turner, your mother, Mocko and Stramer
also, we will be going after everything they have transferred or sold for you. Dont forget Mary and
Bonita are friends, I have copies of every title transfer.
If you get your korrupt buddy Langston to try and issue me anything, or any other crook judge
you pay off, you had better make sure they send the swat team this time.
As I said, put up or shut up, get your ambulance chasing lawyer on it or shut your psychopathic
bipolar putrid mouth and stop wasting our oxygen. Clock is ticking, I'll be progressing the criminal
complaint first thing in the morning.
It must be very depressing knowing that you've just turned 40 and you are a failure at everything
you have ever done.
Failed at romance, failure at business, failure at finances, left without friends, driven out of town
because everyone hates your guts, and now you are working on pissing off a whole new group of
people to do it all over again. remember the definition of insanity? You are it!
How do you do this? My guess now is as the same as before, you have a sugar mamma who will
support you financially, someone who you can live off like some parasite untill they have the balls
to get rid of you.
In any case stay where you are , no one in Eureka wants to see you around ever again.
at 11:04 PM

0 comments

Extortion by Crystal Cox
I was contacted today by am individual who had apporached Crystal cox for some "search
engine management". They agreed on a price. One week later, by email she tells him that she
has found skeletons in his closet and the "fee" would be 5 times more.
Next Cox decides that the fees are not enough and she starts trashing this individual to the entire
blog world, ruining his business and reputation.
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So basicly if you dont pay her you are doomed, if you do you are screwed.
I believe that the legal term for this is...extortion... I call it Cyberterrorisim, which is the reason
she is on the no fly list, or nutjob watch list, which ever they call it.
She is on the list because I and others have made complaints with both homeland security and
the FBI to ensure she is known as a dangerous and mental individual.
at 10:13 PM
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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2010

Guilty!!!!
http://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/article_49e9b21a-d8d2-11df-9bb2001cc4c002e0.html
Spreadbury pleads GUILTY!!
Cox co conspirator pleads guilty to felony intimidation. He is ordered to remove all harassment
of Ms. Roody from the web on his websites, including michaelspreadbury.com.
Who owns michaelspreadbury.com? thats right..Crystal Cox formerly of Eureka, MT now of
Boulder, CO.
So whats it going to be?
Are we gong to prosecute Cox for felony intimidation next? Is Ravalli county going to make
Spreadbury and Cox stop harassing, threatening, slandering and spreading lies about everyone
and anyone?

ABOUT ME

Law Enforcement Ive spoken to says.......YES!!!

View my complete
profile

Sean Boushie

Your choice, remove all your lies on your own or wait and your victims will do it for you. A sane
mind would make the logical choice... but..Well ya know...
at 3:47 PM

0 comments

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2010

Crystal Cox begins to attack my wife.............
Crystal cox,
Do you just blurt out lies naturally or is it a direct result of your paranoid psychizophrenia?

You have no idea why we asked for a TRO against my wife's ABUSER because YOU WERE
NOT IN THE ROOM!!
SO, YOU ARE LYING YET AGAIN!!!!
Worse yet, you are so easily manipulated by old man Stramer, who was at your house coaching
you how to harass me each time my friend Maury brought you more paperwork..
Get a clue, YOU ARE THE STALKER SWEETIE!! You are the one that has been harassing us
for over a year based on nothing. Based on my constitutional right to voice my opinion and post a
letter to the editor? A right only you have I know.
Get over it!!
I have court documents from the honorable Robin Clute to prove that YOU HAVE BEEN
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STALKING ME!!!!
Quit blaming me and everyone else for your failures, and your paranoid delusions.
Dont forget you have pissed off a lot of people, Im not your only victim, many of them have their
own anti crystal cox sites, just like Bill does.
The only thing I have ever threatened you with is a sherrif, which I am doing again BTW.
Shut up and leave us alone or I will send a Sherrif to your door, again!!! No matter where you live
now.
I'm done being nice, you had time to have your little tantrum, now leave us alone or law
enforcement will be at your door with a warrant. Stop accusing me of everything, stop contacting
my employeer, stop contacting my coworkers, stop trying to file false police reports, stop trying to
get your crazy low life buddies to intimidate and threaten me. If you havent noticed I dont scare
very easily!!!
Maybe its better to quit while you are behind.
And really.. get yourself some Zuclothenthixal and some counseling...
This is the last waste of time any of us will spend on your worthless crap.
Put up or shut up, you are no more than a lowlife keyboard bully. This is your final notice!!
at 10:00 PM

2 comments

Extreme paranoia of Crystal Cox
Here is a recent photo of a property located on Graves Cr, just South of Eureka, Mt and North of
Fortine.

The person(s) who once lived on this property ~ ten years ago (aka Crystal Cox) took a lovely
flat hayfield and built a twenty five foot berm around the entire property.
Why? Well because people were trying to kill them!!!!
The same moron is still using the same lame paranoid excuse today. Everyone is against her,
everyone is trying to kill her, blah blah blah....
Everyone knows you are a mentally derranged liar!! So shut up.
If you do not cease this blog will continue with the real truth about you......Your choice.
Next will be a complete list of all your abuse victims and what they have to say about you...
at 12:56 PM

0 comments

A very good article..
Michael Spreadbury BS dismissed. Now he faces a jury trial on Monday for intimidation. One nut
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down many more to go!
http://ravallirepublic.com/news/state-and-regional/article_ee53dc32-d66f-11df-8215001cc4c002e0.html
at 7:32 AM

0 comments

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2010

I'm Scared.......

NOT!!!!!!
Her fingers must be tired tonight I counted well over 300 posts, also known as lies
by rational people.
Holy crap, burn her at the stake? Are you freakin kidding me? She actually said that
I have threatened to kill her by burning her at the stake....
One that's just wayyyy too much work. Two, what a waste of good firewood...
Apparently I'm supposed to be scared by a keyboard coward who can't even spel
korectly....
gesh.. Give it up. No body cares what you lie about..
And FYI read Preazeau's dismissal of your BS restraining order. Viewing of any
public web page is a constitutionally protected right, just like reading the paper
and freedom of speech, IT IS NOT CONSIDERED STALKING!!!!!
Monitoring the actions of others and attempting to use that information to harass,
slander, defame, control and instill fear by using "stat" counters is considered
stalking, read the law!!!
Crystal Cox,
Seriously, I feel sorry for you, it must be lonely there in your mind with all your lies
and hate.
Must be horrible knowing no one believes you, no one cares about you knowing that
everyone hates you and that you are not welcome to darken any ones door.
Get yourself some help. Get yourself some serious psychotherapy or some anti
psychotic medication before its too late, even though it probably is.
If you really believe that someone is trying to kill you by burning you at the stake,
you need serious help.
at 9:29 PM

0 comments

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2010

Someone let the lunatics out of the cage...
Well... Looks like we will have to go back to court. Cox had a whole year to cool off, she couldnt
wait apparently. The restraining order expired friday and shes right back at it this week. If shes
not going to shut up it will be another bawling.
I really wish you would post those "recordings" you say you made in Robin Clute's court room. Id
like to hear them.
For the record...
I have never spoken to Crystal L Cox, I never will!
Her LIES about me sending her a "Death threat" were invented by none other than...herself.
She invented her "Death threat" so that she could have a starring role in the widely unknown
comedy, "Beneath the Beauty" the story of two star crossed crazies in two counties, neither of
which have a brain cell left.
I have never spoken to Michael Spreadbury, yet he continues to harass and threaten me for
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Crystal Cox. Well I guess the few times he called to threaten me I did speak to him. Only once
did her reveal his identity.
And I will not recognize any BS paperwork sent to me by Crystal L Cox. This includes BS legal
threats, civil lawsuits, and especially BS restraining orders sent from paid off "Judges" from
Lincoln county!
On a l;ighter note, Found this picture on someone's facebook page, who I have now blocked...
Free beer to the first person who can guess whos page...(no not mine..)

at 3:23 PM

0 comments

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2010

Crystal L. Cox = Internet Predator
I just love this posting from another individual. Its so true...
Crystal L. Cox spouts lies on top of lies in an antempt to slander and defame people she has
never met or even spoken to.
Why?
Because she's crazy with poor self estem and has to do this in order to make her self feel better.
I believe thats called a bully... I call her a COWARD!!

Crystal L. Cox = Internet Predator
"Nobody really pays attention to the crap you write about. Really your stance on topics changes
on a daily basis. You write with foul language and you write based on your own emotion and tips
that have nothing to do with the truth. I do tell the truth every step of the way. You are the one
who distorts it to fit your circumstances. You were in love with me and you fed me hundreds of
flattering emails. You went crazy when I was hospitalized and went after my family. Now I want
nothing to do with you because you hurt people who are innocent by constantly lying and
switching stories to fit who you are mad at. That is not journalism or investigative reporting. You
have to be kidding yourself. You want a war. Have it with yourself. I don't have to war with you
because it is taking away the attention from the true predators, Kevin Padrick, Tonkon Torp,
Obsidian Finance. You have made a mess out of blogging.
Crystal L. Cox is an Internet Predator - She will promise to help, but slay you when you don't do
what she wants.
Posted by Stephanie Studebaker-DeYoung at 7:06 PM "
at 8:05 AM

0 comments

MONDAY, JULY 19, 2010

"Beware of False Prophets"
I found this yesterday, I almost fell off my chair I was laughing so hard.
You see.. the genius that wrote this, (or probably stole it from somewhere else), is directing this
writing at me, trying to insinuate that I'm the the evil SOB.
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As expected though he shows his lack of intellegence, and lack of general reading
comprehension, because he is describing himself and his lunatic actions to a T. Pretty hilarious.
Agan... too bad he and his tinfoil crowd are nothing but keyboard cowards. I assure you buddy,
there will not be any restraining orders, any Korrupt (with a Kommunist K) worthless judges or
wasted calls to any law enforcement for you or any of your tinfoil hat wack job buddies. If you
dont leave us alone I will take care of the problem myself and you will realize what the real
meaning of "law of man" means.
Dont underestimate the capabilities of your enemy, best to quit while you are behind and still
have a retreat avaliable.
But we know that won't happen because you and your bipolar lesbian buddy are crazy. Oh well,
you were warned.........

Who are the false Prophets?
Those seducers who under an appearance of virtue and honesty lure innocent,
simple souls from the right path, and lead them to vice and shame; who by sweet
words,
God. Guard against such hypocrites, for they have the poison of vipers on their
tongues. By the false prophets are also understood those who propagate error,
who by superficial words fade the true faith, who speak always of love and liberty,
and who under the pretence of making people free and happy bring many a soul to
doubt and error, depriving it of true faith and peace of heart.
How can we know the false prophets?
By their works; for evil, corrupted men can produce only bad fruit. If we look into
their life we will find that at heart they are immoral hypocrites who observe external
propriety only that they may the more easily spread their poison. The false
teachers and messengers of error may be known by their lives, but especially by
their intentions, Which are to subvert all divine order, and to put the unrestrained
lust of the flesh and tyranny in its place.
at 7:50 AM

0 comments

TUESDAY, JULY 6, 2010

Lets Explore Domestic And Cyber Terrorisim
As defined and quoted directly from the Federal Bureau of Investigation:
Domestic Terrorism
The unlawful use, or threatened use, of force or violence by a group or individual
based and operating entirely within the United States or its territories without
foreign direction committed against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of
political or social objectives.

Cyber Terrorism
Cyberterrorism is a criminal act perpetrated by the use of computers and
telecommunications capabilities, resulting in violence, destruction and/or disruption
of services, where the intended purpose is to create fear by causing confusion and
uncertainty within a given population, with the goal of influencing a government or
population to conform to a particular political, social or ideological agenda.

Now, I ask you...
Do these definitions define someone who uses the internet to spread lies and slander innocent
victims in order to intimidate them so that their victims and the general population bends to
their "will" and accepts their lies as "truth"? This following the Goering belief that a lie well
supported as truth and repeated a thousand times becomes truth? Convientently a Nazi
propaganda principal.
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Do these definitions define someone who uses the internet to attempt and instill and promote
fear in others that refuse to be dominated by another, who refuse to accept the self imposed will
of another and dare to have their own opinions, who refuse to be a victim from past abuse both
physical and mental, most likely from a child abusing parent?
My answer...Yes.
Domestic Terrorism and Cyber Terrorism perfectly define the rantings and cowardly hollow
threats of Crystal Cox, Paul Stramer, Michael Spreadbury, the Lincoln County Watch and
Bitteroot Rising.
Personally Ive had all the threats Im going to take from the lot of them.
It might be time to consider "when is it time to fight".
My only message to these terrorists, do not underestimate your opponent...
at 8:22 AM

0 comments

SUNDAY, MAY 23, 2010

From "The Zombie Chronicls
Found on another blog.
Crystal Cox, You Suck.com
I'll start by stating I don't normally make a habit of demeaning or belittling a person or persons of
misfortunate circumstances, be those circumstances naturally occurring or a result of
environmental causes, but in this case I'd be remiss to not pre-empt my name negatively
appearing on the internet by first writing (CAPITALS LETTERING IMPLIED),
Crystal Cox you suck.
That said, your suckness seems to derive from an inner, or mental disease. Whether that
disease derives from genes, being dropped on your head as a baby, or repeated abuse you may
have suffered as a child may never be known (and I don't really want to know). Perhaps it is a
case of all three... but that is just me speculating, which is really why I'm writing this. Your wildly
speculative blogging, which you call investigative blogging can be amusing and sad at the same
time. Amusing in that it completely disregards any semblance of investigation and sad because it
publicly displays the inner workings of a pathetically sick mind.
The ugly prattle you usually compose rarely engages me beyond the first sentence. Check your
trusty stat counter, I'm usually on and off before a quarter of a minute is up. I think purposely
making repeated negative public comments on a families' private turmoil, as you have done
recently, crosses a line that goes beyond amusing, sad, or even pathetic. It is mostly just plain
mean.
So why don't you just stop. No one other than the fiction of your own mind has given you the
authority to be involved here, not the family, not the creditors, not any sane person. Contrary to
your lame denials you have contributed to the current mess this family is suffering through. Is
that what you want, is that what you need- to cause pain?
at 9:26 PM
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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

SUNDAY, MAY 23, 2010

Crystal Cox Loves Michael Spreadbury
I just think this is so funny... "truth" seeker loving a "truth seeker"
The Lincoln County wack job in love with the Ravalli county nutcase... how hilarious...
The sad part is they are both delusional, both mentaly unstable and both still walking free.. well
Spreadbury is out on bail... guess who is next?
Hmmm In the past Cox had gotten Spreadbury to harass and threaten me, he made false claims
about a "death threat" supposedly sent by me with law enforcement in several counties and cities
in Cox's behalf.
Didnt work so well for ya did It Cox..? Everyone down here knows Spreadbury is a nutcase...
At least Spreadbury is smart enough to leave me alone when I tell him to, and understand's what
will happen if he dosen't. Guess hes the slightly smarter of the two.

ABOUT ME

Sean Boushie
at 10:32 AM

0 comments

View my complete
profile

Gonna need a miracle.....
Recently Crystal Cox posted she was "gonna need a miracle". Apparently to get herself out of
the crap storm of legal trouble she has inserted herself into.
Well Crystal Cox of Eureka Montana is going to need more than a miracle. Im guessing she
realized the FBI is researching her fraud. Funny.....
at 10:24 AM

1 comments

Some Great Postings We Found
Here's a copy of some older postings we enjoy. Couldnt let them fade away..

"Friday, January 29, 2010
Crystal L. Cox - Cyber Terrorist:
Websites that are Dangerous to Mental Health ---

The Eureka Montana News .Com
and the
Kalispell Montana News .Com

Crystal L. Cox and her partner Leslie Turner of Eureka Montana are Cyber Terrorists. They live
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in a world detached from an appreciation of humanity, a world of anger, self-hatred, sense of
isolation and pathological need to exact vengeance on their fellow man for their miseries. Crystal
L. Cox, enabled by Leslie Turner have spent years perfecting the craft of destroying the
reputations of ordinary people simply trying to survive, run businesses and raise families.
As detailed in the following on-line publications, Crystal L. Cox: A Lesson Not Learned, Crystal L.
Cox, Leslie Turner and Ten Lakes Realty Conspiracy, Unscrupulous Realtor and Real Estate
Broker, the story of Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner unfolds into one of the ugliest pictures of
any two people on this planet. These websites paint a picture of two women who, feeling isolated
from the mainstream of society, are pathologically fragile and hyper-sensitive to the slightest
imagined provocation or thoughts of rejection. At all times, they are loaded guns dangerously
close to launching a vicious attack on the reputation of any person, their business and their
family for reasons that are a mystery to their victims. The nature of their attacks are so horrible
that the motives cast a parallel shadow to the actions and behavior of serial killers. Unfortunately
for the victims of Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner, they can't escape the pressure of endless and
persistent torture and suffering. Their death is one of the soul, day by day torture as their
businesses and families are torn apart by their senseless and thorougly sadistic pleasure. Crystal
L. Cox and Leslie Turner are two people to be avoided by humanity. Unlike the rest of us, they
live in a pathetic and macabre world consumed with their own vitriol and venom.
Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner have developed a well organized method to attack and destroy
their victims lives via the internet. Through the skilled use of websites, blogs and on-line videos,
they take aim at their victims and without substantiated cause, publically humiliate, embarrass
and willfully lie. Because their motive is to destroy their victims, not reason with them, there is no
negotiation, no mediation, no compromise and no escape.
Like a crafty spider, Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner have learned how to trap their victims. With
the disguise of seemingly innocuous websites fraudulently posturing as community information
bulletins, they are able to mask themselves so to worm their way into the communities of Eureka,
Kalispell and others. The Eureka Montana News and the Kalispell Montana News are two such
publications owned, operated and edited by Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner. Masquerading as
news and local gossip columns, they lure unsuspecting victims to embrace a false belief about
Crystal L. Cox, that she is society's advocate. Crystal L. Cox may have a rich source of new offguard victims willing to communicate with her under the guise of promoting their businesses on
her websites or having their livelihoods enhanced through other means. She pretends to be your
advocate and your friend. She may even offer to help your business by purchasing domain
names, placing ads on the Eureka Montana News or the Kalispell Montana News. There is the
offer of help through blogs. All the while, you are an off guard victim incubating for her next strike.
Imagine that you have a slight disagreement with Crystal L. Cox. Or perhaps, you decide not to
do business with her, for whatever reason. Maybe the website domains that she purchased to
promote your business now are offered to you for a price and you don't buy.
YOU COULD BECOME CRYSTAL L. COX'S NEXT VICTIM!
This is what typically happens to people who have a simple difference of opinion or fail to
cooperate with Crystal L. Cox's demands.
- For no apparent reason where Crystal L. Cox or Ten Lakes Realty has experienced any real
harm, thorougly obnoxious websites intended and blogs intended only to destroy reputations will,
without warning, be unfairly posted about you, your family, your children and your business
- Crystal L. Cox will place phone calls to people in your home town, to your competitors, your
friends, you colleagues and attempt to disparage your reputation and name.
- Crystal L. Cox of Ten Lakes Realty will send emails and letters, often with phony names and
addresses to you, your friends and colleagues to destroy your reputation and ability to conduct
business.
The Victims
Among the countless victims of Crystal L. Cox of Ten Lakes Realty in Eureka and Kalispell
Montana are innocent people found in the following careers and businesses:
Realtors
Mortgage
Title Businesses
Charitable Foundations
Law Firms
Churches
Retailers
People who never met or even spoken with Crystal L. Cox
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Power of Character Vs. Reputation
Crystal Cox can worm her way into her victim's lives and ruin their reputation, but she does not
have the power to rob her victims of their character.
Reputation and Character
By William Hersey Davis
The circumstances amid which you live determines your reputation;
the truth you believe determines your character.
Reputation is what you are supposed to be;
character is what you are.
Reputation is the photograph;
character is the face.
Reputation comes over one from without;
character grows up from within.
Reputation is what you have when you come to a new community;
character is what you have when you go away.
Your reputation is learned in an hour;
your character does not come to light for a year.
Reputation is made in a moment;
character is built in a lifetime.
Reputation grows like a mushroom;
character grows like the oak.
A single newspaper report gives you your reputation;
a life of toil gives you your character.
Reputation makes you rich or makes you poor;
character makes you happy or makes you miserable.
Reputation is what men say about you on your tombstone;
character is what angels say about you before the throne of God.
In the wake of all the destruction and waste in savaging individuals and the indelible effects on
their businesses and children, we are left to pick up the pieces of our lives and, with the gift of
our need to survive, begin to reconnect with our neighbors, families and communities and move
on to new horizons. Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner have demonstrated that they are not part of
us, have no remorse, only a pathetic sense of joy for the suffering they cause, and will never and
have never been connected to the soul of humanity.
Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner are outside the realm of human experience.
There will always be people who are disconnected and devoid of moral conscience. The world
needs to learn about them, and avoid them.

Crystal L. Cox and Leslie Turner are the voices of EVIL!
See other sites on Crystal Cox, Leslie Turner and Ten Lakes Realty
Beware of Crystal Cox: http://www.tenlakesrealtybeware.com/
Crystal Cox and Leslie Turner Conspiracy: http://www.crystallcoxconspiracy.com/
Unscrupulous Realtor and Real Estate Broker: http://victimsclassactiongroup.com/
Posted by Crystal L. Cox Victims Group at 8:08 AM
3 comments:
Crystal L. Cox Victims Group said...
Great job describing this totally inhumane and evil woman. I am so thrilled that the sociopaths
running loose in the world may be reigned in. My husband and I had a run in with Crystal Cox
who used her GoDaddy to bludgeon our reputations on the internet. When you know Crystal L.
Cox, who truly know the meaning of evil. She is a terrorist in every sense of the word. And, she
likes to consider herself as the unaccountable queen. Well now she is in for a taste of her own
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medicine, except that she has maybe a thousand victims, all who want to get her. Watch out
Crystal, we are all after you and your lovely Leslie (Turner). It is so great to be part of this great
group of people all working for the same goal, to wipe out Crystal L Cox once and for all. She
has so thorougly trampled on us, that any further websites will be a true waste of her time. Best
of all, there are so many of us, she will never know for sure who to go after. Let her go after all of
us. Crystal L. Cox will soon see that she will no longer be able to con people into becoming her
victims. Ten Lakes Realty and Crystal Cox will soon be out of gas.
January 31, 2010 7:15 PM
Crystal L. Cox Victims Group said...
I'll second that comment, isn't it great that Crystal Cox is going to go down. I can't wait to see it. I
love the group member who coined her a "Stinking Bitch".
January 31, 2010 7:25 PM
Crystal L. Cox Victims Group said...
Think of it, we get up in the morning, hug and kiss our husbands and kids and go about our day
trying our best to make a better world. While we are raising families and working to survive,
Crystal Cox has the luxury to spend her day using all her energies simply to destroy our ability to
survive. And, worse yet, she enjoys torturing us. You call Crystal Cox a Stinking Bitch. I love it.
January 31, 2010 7:37 PM
Saturday, January 30, 2010
Crystal L. Cox's Home Town Hates Her
It is incredible for me to live in Eureka, Montana and to know that all my neighbors, most of the
businesses, the police, the public offices all know, fear and hate Crystal L. Cox. Until this group
organized to stand up against Crystal L. Cox, people from all over the country have been
contacting us thanking us for our efforts to destroy the WICKED WITCH Crystal L. Cox and her
lover Leslie Turner. I have known both of them for many years, know of people who were in
school with her and avoided her even in her younger years. Crystal L. Cox has always been
regarded in this community and much of Lincoln County as a dangerous lunatic.
As soon as we organized, there were over 20 of Crystal L. Cox's victims involved within a matter
of hours. It was amazing how fast word traveled from one victim to the next to the next, until we
were literally receiving emails and phone calls all over the country. And, we even found
sympathy and volunteers with a major web company, legal advice and several heavy hitting law
enforcement people who have joined us in building a strategy to take down the EVIL Crysal L.
Cox and Leslie Turner. Most of us still wonder why Leslie Turner would get involved with such a
low life as Crystal.
Thank God for the power in our group, several top level writers, and experienced managers who
are determined to end the reign of this monster in our village. Crystal L. Cox and her lover, Leslie
Turner are not wanted in Eureka, Kalispell, or any other place that I know of in Montana. Her
reputation is really, really bad!
And thanks for our first couple of websites, http://victimsclassactiongroup.com/ and the
volunteers who, with the able assistance of our web firm, will soon have enough material on the
net to stop this monster, once and for all.
My children and grandchildren will once again be able to hold their heads up.
Crystal L. Cox, if you are listening to people in our class action group, I would advise you to
cease and desist or the consequences won't be good for you and your girl friend, Leslie Turner.
We would even be happy to help you and Leslie Turner move to another state, or better yet,
another country. Just get the HELL away from us, all of us all over the country.
WITH THE HELP OF THE MANY OF US WHO KNOW YOU CRYSTAL, YOU'RE REAL STORY
IS COMING OUT AND WILL NOT STOP UNTIL YOU ARE GONE.
Just think of it Crystal, all and I mean all of the people you have slandered, maliciously tortured
are out to get you. And, it won't stop until you stop. And, we will insist on an apology, to all of us
and you will give it to us, before this is over.
So, fruitcake, just go for it, we dare you, you STINKING BITCH!
Posted by Crystal L. Cox Victims Group at 9:24 PM
4 comments:
Crystal L. Cox Victims Group said...
Hey, great job, I had a run in with Crystal Cox, if you can call her a human. You describe her as
a "stinking bitch". She is everything you describe and more. Who in the hell would want to spend
all their time figuring out how to destroy people. There is nothing she can counter because
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everything you say and what I have seen of the new webs is 1000% accurate. As was said on
one of the webs, Crystal Cox is a psycho without a conscience who is also sadistic. Pscyho,
pervert, sociopath - Crystal Cox is all those things. I agree, lets get rid of her, like the Witch in the
Wizard of OZ.
January 30, 2010 10:00 PM
Crystal L. Cox Victims Group said...
I too say your comments and blog. Right on target about Crystal Cox and Leslie Turner. I have
met both of them. I think Crystal Cox acts alone, but with Leslie's money. Maybe someone needs
to talk to Leslie and show her some of the destruction to our families and see if she enjoys
hurting people for fun. I'd be willing to bet that Leslie would be horrified.
January 30, 2010 10:03 PM
Crystal L. Cox Victims Group said...
I would go so far as to say that Crystal L. Cox is a virtual "PIECE OF SHIT"!
January 31, 2010 7:26 PM
Crystal L. Cox Victims Group said...
At least you can flush shit down the toilet. I am afraid with Crystal Cox, we will need a plunger.
Too bad we can't get roto rooter to send Crystal Cox and Leslie Turner out of Eureka to some
giant cess pool.
January 31, 2010 7:32 PM "
at 10:20 AM

0 comments

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 2010

Email Threats!!
Seems someone doesn't like our work here..
Pretty simple. If you don't like my TRUTH then you should remove any lies, defamation and
slander you have posted online, mind your own business and keep your mouth shut.
When all the lies about us are off the Internet we might shut up, until such time we are
proceeding with the criminal and civil case against Crystal Cox.

Yesterday we received this email from one Stephen Mocko of (Supposedly)Eureka.
"You are an idiot, why don’
t you leave it alone? Who gives a fuck about your
bullshit stupid little life.
"
Then
"My point is, leave me the fuck out of your stupid bullshit, Before I never knew who
you were,and all I knew is you talking shit about my best friends, which now I
guess happens to be your brothers and sisters in laws. You don’
t know fuck all
about me, I don’
t know crystal that well, and I am pretty fucking sure you wrote that
death email to crystal because u said in there about shit just like you do on ur blog
about paul raping and beating his kids. Stop denying u wrote it. Btw ur lucky we
have a shitty police force here in LC because anywhere else you would have been
busted. And what is between you and Paul, is your deal, just stop talking about me,
and caroline and the rest of the family, because they know full well that paul never
touched them. You bring my name up again in ur stupid shit then yea I will harass
you."

Apparently we are supposed to be scared of this.....punk? Ya..
He had previously sent us this eloquent email.
"Dude you are the pussy!! Putting a restraining order on Pual. Why can't you be a
real man? He is a good and decent man you butt fuck. He did Jack shit to you. As
for saying that he beat his wife and kids and molested them, you mother fucker. I
know all of his kids they are good friends. And they are big. You are the one that
needs to watch out. Don’
t show your fucking face back here in town because a
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bunch of us want your ass. Never should have wrote your little letter to the editor
bitch! there is alot of us who are not a part of LCW. This has nothing to do with
LCW this is fucking personal You cock sucker. Very smart to be making death
threats too you dip shit. I don't care what you say to crystal but talking shit about
my friends, oh fucking boy. You will get what is coming to you, promise bitch..
Wake your stupid fucking arrogant ass up, you are the fucking disease that rots this
community and society!

I don't know what you look like but I will find out the good thing about a small town.

FUCK YOU!!!"

Then he sent this...

"Are you trying to track me? I made no threat to you i just said allot of people are
pissed at you. and to watch your back. You can try to come up with something if
you want but there is nothing there. Unlike you, making death threats to people.
Yes it s personal because I am friends with bobby, Freddy, Caroline and Lainey,
and you as well as i know he never beat them or molested them. Crystal tracked
you and I am helping her to put full force of the law. You don't have the back of
stormy and Lincoln county because you committed the crime in missoula. Good
luck!!"

"
Some real genius genes at work there....
Enjoy your visit From the Sherriff,...."Dude"
at 1:51 PM

0 comments

From The Zombie Chronicles; CrystalCoxYouSuck.com
I wonder if this CrystalCoxYouSuck.com guy also owns the crystalcoxisabitch.com website..?
HMMMM ccisabitch is the email address she has accused me of using for sending her a
bullshit "death threat" from.
My bet is the email belongs to her other personality.. the one that keeps sending her "tips". "Tips"
in the Cox dikshunery are: BS fabricated libelous sladerous lies created to defame and slander
innocent people for her own person and financial benefit.
"Crystal Cox, You Suck.com
I'll start by stating I don't normally make a habit of demeaning or belittling a person or persons of
misfortunate circumstances, be those circumstances naturally occurring or a result of
environmental causes, but in this case I'd be remiss to not pre-empt my name negatively
appearing on the internet by first writing (CAPITALS LETTERING IMPLIED),
Crystal Cox you suck.
That said, your suckness seems to derive from an inner, or mental disease. Whether that
disease derives from genes, being dropped on your head as a baby, or repeated abuse you may
have suffered as a child may never be known (and I don't really want to know). Perhaps it is a
case of all three... but that is just me speculating, which is really why I'm writing this. Your wildly
speculative blogging, which you call investigative blogging can be amusing and sad at the same
time. Amusing in that it completely disregards any semblance of investigation and sad because it
publicly displays the inner workings of a pathetically sick mind.
The ugly prattle you usually compose rarely engages me beyond the first sentence. Check your
trusty stat counter, I'm usually on and off before a quarter of a minute is up. I think purposely
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making repeated negative public comments on a families' private turmoil, as you have done
recently, crosses a line that goes beyond amusing, sad, or even pathetic. It is mostly just plain
mean.
So why don't you just stop. No one other than the fiction of your own mind has given you the
authority to be involved here, not the family, not the creditors, not any sane person. Contrary to
your lame denials you have contributed to the current mess this family is suffering through. Is
that what you want, is that what you need- to cause pain?"
at 10:40 AM

1 comments

Interesting
Found this online while surfing, thought it was profound....
"THE SOCIETY OF HELL
Did you ever stop to think about WHO will be in Hell with you? Hell is the prison house of the
universe. Hell is the eternal home of all drunkards, whores, thieves, murderers, hypocrites,
queers and lesbians. When you go to Hell, you will not go to some special Hell just for you and
your class of people. No, you will go to the prison of the universe, and you will be locked away
forever with every enemy of God!"
Streching my first amendment rights...
at 10:35 AM

0 comments

TUESDAY, MAY 4, 2010

Story of Crystal Cox Abuse and Defamation
For those people who live outside Eureka Montana, you might not know Crystal Cox. My good
friend Crystal brags about being a "broker owner" of Ten Lakes Realty. Well she might be on
paper, but thanks to her sever mental illness her business is no more. She was thrown out of the
National Association of Realtors and the Northwest Montana Association of realtors for conduct
unbecoming a real estate agent, or some such. All that means is that she does not have the
ability to list a house for sale into the local MLS data base, which means it aint gonna sell...
Here’
s what she does... If you have any opinion that is in any way differs from hers, or if you
don’
t kiss her ass from beginning to end she will go to godaddy.com and buy your name and use
it as a website. Or she may just use one of her or Leslie's 4000+ insane websites. She will then
dream up any and all kinds of crap she can about you, you are a child molester, you are immoral,
you are a swinger, you are corrupt, you are cheating on your wife, you are a wife beater, you
trade favors for sex, you are a government employee and you once propositioned her for sex
(uck excuse me I just threw up a little....have you ever seen this woman..?? ick)
On and on and on, and if you tell her to go F off... well then she brings out the ol, "so and so has
sent me a death threat and is trying to kill me!!!! "
Ya right... like she’
s worth wasting a valuable bullet on....
In my case she had this 10 or 12 page long email that she said I somehow sent to her. She went
on and on about how only I could know the BS details of her life contained in that death threat....
Keep in mind... I’
ve never even spoken to this crazy woman, ever!
She did this for two reasons, one I had a letter to the editor published opposing their silly failed
Sherriff recall, and two my wife and I assisted Sherriff Daryl Anderson in his legal justification in
not issuing a concealed carry permit to Paul Stramer. You see.. my wife knows all of old man
Stramer's dirty little secrets.
She was beaten repeatedly within an inch of her life as a child, neglected and abused by the
worthless POS until she packed up and walked out on her eighteenth birthday. We have been
harassed by him ever since.
Enough of that, back to the real low life of this post, Crystal. Anyway, Cox, or Stramer write this
long email, she sends it to everyone, including me, my employer, my supervisor, and a ton of
people who don’
t know me, telling everyone I wrote it.
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Then she cons Stormy Langston, the corrupt local justice of the peace into issuing her a
restraining order against me. Well... Not going to work, because I already got a real judge to give
me an order against Cox, which she has violated at least a half dozen times already.
Why did Langston give Cox this order?? Well Cox and Turner had a site, stormylangston.com
that they used to bash Stormy. The very day Stormy Langston screwed me with a frivolous
restraining order the site magically disappeared... Hmmm.
I appealed the order to District court in Libby; the COWARD Cox couldn’
t even have the courage
to show up at the hearing. We spoke to Judge Prezeau about the situation, and he literally
laughed at Langston and giggled when I told him about Cox.
Oh and her big death threat.. She’
s still walking. I do things legally.
Now all her victims are organized, we are meeting in secret and we are going to make sure she
is locked away in a loony bin somewhere all nice and legal. We have had enough, if you and
your crazy buddies want war, so be it.
at 5:14 PM

0 comments

SUNDAY, MAY 2, 2010

Ten Lakes Realty of Eureka Montana
Spoke to a couple folks this weekend that hate Crystal Cox also, big surprise...
Both had the same story. They were thinking of selling their houses, Cox shows up and tells
them if they sign with her as their agent that she has a buyer who is wanting to purchase their
house, both signed a contract with Cox as their agent. Guess what happened...? No buyer.. She
lied, like she always does. In fact neither party had anyone show their house, why?? Because
Cox isn’
t allowed to be part of the regular association MLS system, so their houses went even
part of the normal realtor's database, because Cox isn’
t even a real estate agent, she’
s a rouge
with a HUGE chip on her shoulder blaming everyone for her failures and mental issues.
Why are we telling you this? Well to warn you, and because she keeps slandering us. Until she
deletes all of her lies and BS about us we will keep right on telling the truth about Cox and her
crazy "followers".
at 10:22 PM

0 comments

SATURDAY, MAY 1, 2010

Reputation Management..
Crystal Cox as a reputation management specialist....What a joke!!!
If you minded your own business stopped spewing putrid filthy lies about people you have never
even met just to make yourself feel important you wouldn't need "reputation management"
Sweetie!
I am gong to make sure everyone knows all of your lies, your mental status and your dirty little
secrets unless you delete all your lies about me.
Turnabout is fair game. Seriously, check yourself into a mental health facility before you kill
someone, you have pissed off too many of the wrong people this time.
Take my advice for everyone's health and safety, avoid Crystal Cox from Eureka Montana,
supposed owner of Ten Lakes Realty, which isn’
t even a legit business. This woman needs
some serious mental help.
at 9:36 PM
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From Crystal Cox Victim's Group
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Can anyone tell me why in the hell is this woman allowed to secretly tape record phone
conversations without approval then post them on the internet? Doing so is a direct violation of
Montana code 45-8-213. Privacy in communications anyone who she has recorded without
knowledge should contact the Lincoln County Attorney, Bernie Cassidy and ask that she be
prosecuted!! 406-293-7781
at 10:22 PM
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VICTIMS OF CRYSTAL L COX
We are some of Crystal Cox's 200 plus innocent victims of extortion, slander, defamation, threats, lies and stalking.
We are tired of waiting while nothing is being done by Law enforcement to send this mentally incompetent Cyber
stalker to Jail or to a Psychiatric facility while she destroys our businesses and lives.

FRIDAY, APRIL 30, 2010

Its time Crystal Cox of Eureka Montana was stopped!!!!
From facebook,
"Crystal Cox is a paranoid delusional cowardly lesbian from Eureka Montana that hates the world
and everyone in it. She is a classic psychopathic personality with anti social personality disorder.
Crystal is a failure in all things in real life, so she has now made it her profession to lie, slander,
defame and destroy others lives by spreading rumors and lies about people she has never even
met or spoken to on the internet.
Its time she was stopped by whatever means necessary!!!!
So Crystal... Get off the internet or else we are going to stop you using all means possible.
Want more info on how to stop her? Call 370-6927 and please leave a message."
at 10:20 PM
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